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International Journal of Legislative Drafting and Law Reform (2021) 10 (I):
EDITORIAL
Elohor Onoge1
It is a delight to publish the 10th volume of the International Journal of Legislative Drafting
and Law Reform which aims to evaluate legislative drafting approaches for the
modernization of legislation worldwide. Taking into cognisance the importance of having
quality legislation to promote effective regulation, according to Xanthaki2, quality legislation
is a pursuit and a problem that breaks the barriers of geography, law and time, which is
necessary for the formulation of rules universal applicability. Hence the International
Journal of Legislative Drafting and Law Reform in examining national, regional and
international drafting rules foster and promote quality in legislative drafting.
More importantly, the current trend in the law encourages legislation, and law reform
activities across borders, internationalism of legislative drafting, law reform activities and
increase in the volume of international legislation convey and enhance the need for principles
of legislative drafting and law reform that meet international standards and the need for best
practices. These commonalities and over-arching principles of legislative drafting and law
reform are the basis and platform for implementing such international projects across
jurisdictional divides.
The International Journal of Legislative Drafting and Law Reform is a peer-reviewed law
journal dedicated to publishing articles that exhibit the current trend of convergence of
legislative drafting and law reform from the lenses of international and comparative law. The
International Journal of Legislative Drafting and Law Reform provides a forum for the
publication of original and scholarly articles on common international standards, methods,
techniques, and principles that apply in legislative drafting and law reform projects across
the world's legal systems.
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In this volume, the Journal's Editorial Board is pleased to present Articles featuring a variety
of perspectives and insights. These articles include the following:
Debakeme Christopher Ogbu analyses Post Legislative Scrutiny as a Mechanism for
Effective Legislation.
Malik Junaid Arshad and Dr Nadia Khadam examine extensively Legislation for the
Domestic Application of International Humanitarian Law in Pakistan.
Furthermore, Ewelukwa Isioma focuses her analysis on the question Is Legislative Lobbying
the Same as Bribery? A Critical Analysis of the Proposal for Regulation of Lobbying in
Nigeria.
We are committed to providing our readers with contributions on essential issues related to
legislative

drafting

and

law

reform. Contact

the

Editor

in

Chief

at

editor@legislativedraftingjournal.com; tonyeclintonjaja@yahoo.com
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Post Legislative Scrutiny as a Mechanism for Effective Legislation
Debakeme Christopher Ogbu3

Abstract
The law books in Nigeria are inundated with spent, obsolete and anachronistic laws with no capacity
to achieve their targeted legal objectives in spite of the enormous constitutional powers of the
National Assembly to evaluate and reform them upon implementation to synchronise them with
current realities. There is no systematic institutionalized mechanism in Nigeria to automatically
prompt review and evaluation of legislation for possible reform of moribund, spent and
anachronistic legislation with current realities to synchronise them. The paper aimed at bringing to
the fore the necessity to conduct Post-legislative Scrutiny on existing legislation upon implementation
to determine its effectiveness or otherwise as legislation cannot remain effective for eternity in the
face of changes in the society. The objectives of the study include examining the concept of Effective
Legislation and the criteria for determining effective legislation in Nigeria and to ascertain the
existence of legal and institutional framework for the conduct of Post Legislative Scrutiny in Nigeria.
The study adopted doctrinal method in the analysis of data in achieving the objectives of the study
mentioned above. In the course of the study, the researcher also employed comparative research
approach to see how the concept of Post legislative scrutiny is practised in different countries. The
study found that legislation cannot remain effective in perpetuity in the face of societal changes
despite the professionalism infused into the drafting of it and the observation of the global best
legislative drafting theories, principles and conventions. It was also found that Nigeria has no
institutionalized systematic mechanism to automatically trigger evaluation of the impacts of laws
enacted by the legislature in the past to determine their effectiveness. The recommendations that
are made on the basis of these findings are that Post-Legislative scrutiny be carried out at regular
intervals on subsisting legislations by a designated committee of both Houses of the National
3
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Assembly to correct identified errors in legislation and possibly amend the legislation where
necessary to synchronize the legislation with current realities. Furthermore, all legislations passed
by the National Assembly should contain a review clause and ministerial undertaking to submit
Memorandum of Implementation to the National Assembly to automatically set in motion the
process of Post-Legislative Scrutiny as and when due. The conclusion that is made at the end of the
study is that post legislative scrutiny is a sure correctional mechanism for effective legislation and
as such is worthy of incorporation into the Nigerian parliamentary practice.
Keywords: Post, Legislative, Scrutiny, Mechanism, Effective, Legislation.
1. Introduction
Legislation as a unique regulatory instrument for building and managing society is enacted
to achieve targeted legal objectives or philosophies at all times. It is never whimsically
enacted in vacuum for other purposes than control. Against the backdrop of its efficacy as
an instrument of control, virtually very society including Nigeria employs it to achieve
desired objectives. There is no sector of the Nigerian economy that does not have at least
a piece of legislation regulating it. Some sectors have multiple legislation regulating every
conceivable aspect of it for the purpose of achieving the diverse legal objectives or
philosophies associated with the sector.
In spite of the existence of legislation regulating every sector of the Nigerian economy,
seemingly. The targeted objectives of the legislation are yet to be achieved. Also, the
targeted mischiefs of the legislation still persist pointing convincingly to the conclusion that
the legislation are not satisfactorily effective in the direction of achieving desired objectives
or correcting targeted mischiefs. There is substantial deficit in the achievement of targeted
objectives of the legislation and the realities on ground.
Some of the legislation in Nigerian Law books have diminished in their deterrence or
regulatory capacities to the extent that they can be conveniently described as spent,
outdated, obsolete and anachronistic. The deterioration in the deterrence and regulatory
capacities of the legislation can be linked to long passage of time with the inevitable
concomitant societal changes which includes technological advancements without
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subsequent amendment or other means of reform to rejuvenate them for effectiveness.
Generally, Legislation needs constant review for update to bring it in tune with current
realities as no legislation can remain effective in perpetuity in spite of the professionalism
that was infused into the drafting of it and the observance of global best practices, principles
and theories in legislative drafting. It is humanly impossible for the drafter or legislator to
draft legislation that would cover every situation that might arises in the future.4 There is
no superhuman in the field of legislative drafting that is capable of anticipating every
conceivable circumstance that might occur in the future and make provisions in the
legislation to address it. Legislation enacted in the 20th century cannot remain optimally
effective in the achievement of its objectives in the 21st century. This is because societal
changes cause gaps/distortions in legislation and consequently affect their effectiveness.
The present study is undertaken to bring to the fore the necessity to evaluate legislation
subsequent upon enactment and implementation to determine its effectiveness or
otherwise in terms of the universally established ingredients of effectiveness of legislation.
The systematic evaluation of legislation after enactment and implementation is what is
technically known as Post-Legislative Scrutiny. What then is Effectiveness of Legislation and
its ingredients?
2. Effective Legislation
Effectiveness is the defining element of ‘Quality Legislation’ in the field of legislative drafting.
Effective legislation in its simplest meaning refers to legislation that is clear, precise, and
unambiguous and produces the wanted or intended result. Throughout this work, the
phrase “effectiveness of legislation” and “effective legislation” are used interchangeably.
Professor Helen Xanthaki defined effectiveness of legislation to mean that the legislation
“manages” to introduce adequate mechanisms capable of producing the desired
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Introduction” (Malthouse Press Limited 2017) p.1
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regulatory results.5 In other words, “effectiveness” focuses on the “effects produced by
legislation and the purpose (objective) of the statute passed…6
Dr Jaja defines effectiveness as “meaning the inclusion of adequate mechanisms for
implementation, enforcement, impact and compliance within a legislation such that the
legislation is capable of producing desired regulatory results”.7
Effective legislation refers to legislation that is well drafted in terms of clarity, precision and
unambiguity, and capable of achieving predetermined objectives or remedying targeted
mischiefs. Legislation can only be correctly referred to as effective when the words in the
legislation clear, precise and unambiguous, and produces the desired results. Closely related
tools are gender-neutral drafting and plain language (avoid legalese). Clarity is the quality
of being clear and easily perceived or understood. Precision is defined as exactness of
expression or detail. Unambiguity is certain or exact meaning’.8 Ambiguity occurs when
words can be interpreted in more than one way.” According to madder Acts of parliament
should be clear, comprehensible, coherent, and consistent with existing Acts or policies;
the text of the Act should correspond with its policy objectives and should be drafted in
simple and accessible language to be effective.9 Any legislation that fails to achieve its
targeted objectives cannot be said to be effective despite how well it is drafted. In other
words, “effectiveness” focuses on the “effects produced by the legislation and the purpose
(objective) of the statute passed…” Effectiveness as the key criterion of quality legislation
has clarity, precision and unambiguity as its tools.10 Muller defines effective legislation to

H. Xanthaki, “Drafting Manuals and Quality in legislation: Positive Contribution Towards Certainty in the Law or
Impediment to the Necessity for dynamism of Rules?” Legisprudence, Vol.4, No, 2, pp. 111-128 at p.111,116.
6
H. Xanthaki, “On Transferability of Legislative Solutions: The Functionality Test” in C. Stefanou and H. Xanthaki
(eds) Drafting Legislation: A Modern Approach (Ashgate publishing, 2008) pp. 1-18 at p.6
7
Ibid (n 39)
5

H. Xanthaki,’Drafting Manuals and Quality in legislation’ (2010) Legisprudence,Vol. 4 No.2, pp, 111-128 at
111, 116
9
G. Teubner,’Regulatory Law: ‘Chronicle of a Death Foretold’ (1992) Socio-legal Studies pp.451-75 cited in
H. Xanthaki, “On Transferability of Legislative Solutions: The Functionality Test” in C. Stefanou and H. Xanthaki
(eds) Drafting Legislation: A Modern Approach” (Aldershot, Ashgate Publishing, 2008) p.6 cited in Tonye
Clinton Jaja, Legislative Drafting- An Introduction to Theories and principles at p.3
10
H. Xanthaki, “On Transferability of Legislative Solutions: The Functionality Test” in C. Stefanou and H. Xanthaki
(eds) Drafting Legislation: A Modern Approach (Ashgate Publishing, 2008) pp. 1-18 at p.6
8
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mean quality legislation… the quality of legislation in this sense is defined in terms of
enforceability, consistency, comprehensibility, transparency, clarity, plainness and
accessibility.
It is therefore deducible from the definitions already given that clarity, precision,
unambiguity, and capacity to produce the desired result are the ingredients or criteria with
which the effectiveness of legislation can be determined. All the ingredients just mentioned
must exist for legislation to be effective. The effectiveness of a piece of legislation can only
be determined upon implementation because it is only then one can determine whether
the targeted objectives of the legislation have been achieved or not.
If the above ingredients are used to determine the effectiveness or otherwise of legislation,
then it appears that some legislation in Nigeria do not answer to the description of effective
legislation as stated above. This is because some legislation in Nigeria have failed to produce
their targeted results on implementation therefore causing the persistence of targeted
mischiefs.
The security challenges currently facing the country with no abatement on sight would not
have arisen if the legislation relating to the security architecture were effective.
The rate of corruption would have ebbed away if the numerous legislation prohibiting every
reprehensible tendency in the country were effective in terms of producing desired results.
For instance, in a bid to reduce corruption and related crimes to the barest minimum, there
is a deluge of legislation in this regard. There is the Independent Corrupt Practices and
other Related offences Act 2003, Advance Fee Fraud and Other Fraud related Offences
Act, 2006, Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act, 2004, Money Laundering
(Prohibition) Act, 2011, Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011, the Criminal Code Act,11 the
Penal Code Act,12 the Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act,13 the Criminal or Penal
laws of the various States of the Federation and others are all fashioned towards fighting

11
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corruption.
Our electoral system appears to be in a mess such that our elections are not credible and
transparent. Elections in Nigeria are fraught with all manner of irregularities ranging from
ballot stuffing to alteration of results to favour preferred candidate.
The legislation regulating these sectors are not effective with respect to achieving their
targeted goals. Some of these legislations were enacted decades century ago without
subsequent amendment or other means of reform to rejuvenate them for effectiveness and
as such they are spent, outdated, obsolete and anachronistic. The legislation needs constant
review for update to bring them in tune with current realities. No country can develop
under spent, outdated, obsolete and anachronistic laws. A law which might have been
effective at the time of enactment cannot remain effective in perpetuity irrespective of the
professionalism that was infused into the drafting of it. Legislation being the mirror of
society need to synchronize with the society in changing. Legislation is the major means
through which governance is carried out in every country in the world. The development
of a country is a function of the laws in operation in that country. No country can develop
more than its laws.
The persistence of the targeted mischiefs of the legislation regulating the areas noted above
points to the fact that the legislation is not effective in producing their desired result. As
will be seen in the next section, there are factors militating against the effectiveness of
legislation.
3. Factors Militating Against Effective Legislation
Effective legislation is seemingly unrealistic as it has defied all meaningful interventions from
time immemorial till date. Legislation were not as they are today from the beginning. Earliest
legislation did not carry the features of current legislation in the form of sections,
subsections, paragraphs, punctuation marks, marginal notes, head notes, schedules,
preambles, long and short titles, definition section, and writing in Plain English and gender
equality drafting. All these are later interventions in legislation in pursuit of clarity, precision
and unambiguity for effectiveness legislation, yet our law books are inundated with
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legislation that are not effective. Several reasons have been adduced as responsible for the
ineffectiveness of legislation among which are:
3.1 Multiplicity of Actors
Effectiveness of legislation is not a sole responsibility of the Legislative Counsel in spite of
the fact that he contributes significantly to the quality of legislation. Collaborative efforts of
other key players such as the legislative sponsors or the relevant Ministry or Department
and the Legislators are responsible for quality legislation.14 The achievement of effectiveness
of legislation can only be realized through the collaborative and systematic efforts of
different actors involving the drafter on the one hand and “an interrelationship between
actors in policy process, the implementation, enforcement and compliance process on the
other hand.15
The above position also has the support of Ulrich karpen when he stated that the
achievement of the objective of any legislation is not the sole task of the legislative drafter.
It involves interrelation of actors in the policy process and legislative drafting process. It is
a multi-level effort of policy-makers, drafters, legislators, interpreters (judges), and
enforcers of legislation.16
Some legislation may be perfect in the drafting style, language used, punctuation, syntax and
legislative expression, grammar, structure and arrangement, definition of terms and others
but may not qualify as effective legislation because of poor implementation. Where
legislation is poorly implemented and consequently failed to produce the targeted results,
the legislation cannot be termed effective because effective legislation supposed to
adequately provides for its own implementation or its implementation is provided by other
existing law to produce the targeted legal objectives.

Vareem vanterpool, ‘A Critical Look at Achieving Quality Legislation’ (2007) European Journal of Law
Reform, 167-204 at 170
15
Svetlana Pisarenko, ‘The Drafting of Laws’ (Canada-Ukraine Legislative Drafting Programme, 1999) p.7
16
U. Karpen, ‘the Norm Enforcement Process’ in karpen and Delnoy (1996) pp51-61 at 51 cited in H.
Xanthaki, On Transferability of Legislative Solutions: The Functionality Test’ in C. Stefanou and H. Xanthaki
(eds) Drafting Publishers, 2008) pp 1-8 at p.5
14
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3.2 Unorganized or Unsystematic Approach to Legislative Drafting
Scholars have rightly identified the lack of systematic or organized approach to legislative
drafting as one of the causes of ineffective legislation. Patchet formulated seven

strategy frame-work for quality legislation (effective legislation) among which
are:
(i)

Creating and enforcing a regulatory framework for law drafting

(ii)

Improving policy development prior to drafting;

(iii)

Setting and maintaining law drafting standards;

(iv)

Making fuller use of consultations;

(v)

Applying equivalent procedures and standards to parliamentary
initiatives;

(vi)

Applying equivalent procedures and standards to secondary lawmaking; and

(vii)

Improving access to legislation

Svetlana Pisarenko17 stated that an unorganized or unsystematic approach to legislative
drafting is often identified as one of the major reasons for poor quality legislation in
transitional and developing countries which include Nigeria.
Constatin Stefanou and Helen Xanthaki corroborated the above by saying that a near
complete lack of unified methodology in the drafting of legislation nationally especially in
the third world and emerging democracies contributes to ineffective legislation.18
Dr. Tonye Jaja also aligned himself with the above view by stating that the major root cause
of the problem is the absence of a concrete or documented strategy that governs or guides

The Drafting of laws (Canada-Ukraine Legislative Drafting Programme, 1997) 7 cited in “Strategies for
Improvement of the Quality of Bills and legislative drafting in Nigeria” by Dr. Tonye Clinton Jaja
18
Constantin Stefanou and Helen Xanthaki (eds) Manual in Legislative Drafting (Department for International
Development, 2004) 4
17
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the key actors involve in the production of legislation for production of good quality Bills
and legislative drafting in Nigeria. According to him, the rules that govern legislative drafting,
and the production of good quality Bills and legislation, ought to be clearly and
“unequivocally” stated and specified within the provisions of the Constitution or any other
primary or secondary legislation of any democratic society that upholds the rule of law.19
Lord Henry Thring20 in his 1902 treatise on legislative drafting stated that the subjects of
Acts of Parliament, as well as the provisions by which the law is enforced could admit of
being reduced to a certain degree of uniformity; that the proper mode of sifting the
materials and arranging the clauses can be explained.
In a nutshell, Lord Thring implies that the drafting of legislation should be undertaken in
accordance with laid down rules, principles or guidelines that are applicable to Acts of
Parliament” and with “little adaptation may, be applied to every sort of composition…”
including delegated legislation. According to Lord Thring, the regulation of legislative
drafting is an “essential requisite” to ensure that legislation accomplishes the design of the
law giver.
The researcher is also of the view that the absence of a concrete documented legislation
or guide for legislative drafting results in the lack of uniformity in the content and structure
of Bills in Nigeria. This is evidenced by the remarkable difference in structure between Bills
drafted by lawyers in the Drafting Department of the Federal Ministry of Justice and those
drafted by lawyers in the Legal Services Directorate of the National Assembly of Nigeria
respectively as stated by Sylvester Imhanobe.21
Contrary to the views expressed above, neither the constitution of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria nor any existing legal framework with national coverage stipulates in any clear detail
the procedure for drafting or improvement of law drafting and the quality of legislation to

19

Dr.Tonye jaja, Strategies for Improvement of the Quality of Bills and Legislative Drafting in Nigeria
Lord Henry Thring, First Parliamentary Counsel of the United Kingdom cited in Henry Thring, Practical
legislation; the Composition and language of Acts of Parliament and Business Documents (John Murray,
1902) 4
21
S. Imhanobe, Prinicples of Legal and legislative drafting (Abuja: Imhanobe Law Books Ltd, 2014)
20
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ensure effective legislation.
3.3 Drafting of Legislation by Non-professionals
The use of non-professionals in the drafting of legislation contributes to the ineffectiveness
of legislation. According to Dr. Tonye Jaja, the involvement of lawyers without cognate
experience, formal qualifications and expertise in drafting is one of the major causes for
poor quality Bills and legislative drafting in Nigeria. Lawyers who draft legislation engage in
a highly technical aspect of law that requires competence. A failure to properly translate
the substantive policy into the appropriate law adversely affects the policy. The lawyers are
like midwives in the birth of laws and so it behoves them to strive hard to help bring forth
laws that are effective, clear, precise, intelligible and capable of only one interpretation,
which is the true purpose and intent of the policy as envisaged by the policy initiators.22
Legislative drafting is not all-comers’ affair. Legislative drafting is an area of specialist legal
practice.23 More than in the past, quality legislative drafting calls for persons who have
systematically prepared themselves for this specialist work.24
4.4 Lack of Adequate Time and Resources on Research, Debate and
Consultation
Adequate time and financial resources are requirements for the production of effective
legislation. It is the norm and not an exception that adequate time and resources is
expended on conducting research and consultations before the enactment of Bills. In
Nigeria, because of the scramble to sponsor Bills by members of the National Assembly,
adequate time is not given to legislative counsel to draft a Bill. Legislative Counsel are
always on pressure to complete the drafting of a Bill within limited time frame.
For instance, in June 2015, it was reported that within 10 ten minutes the Senate of the 7th
National Assembly of Nigeria enacted forty-six (46) Bills, the said Senate “deemed all the
22

Clerk of the National Assembly of Nigeria. The Nation Newspaper of September 2, 2014
H.Xanthaki, ‘Legislative Drafting: A New: Discipline of Law is Born’ (2013) Institute of Advanced legal
Studies, University of London, IALS Student Review 1, issue 1, Autumn 2013, pp 57-70
24
See Law Drafting, SIGMA Paper No. 18, 1997, P. 42 keith Patchet, OECD (1997)
23
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Bills as having being passed first, second and third readings and passed them.25 Poorly
formulated policy cannot produce a quality Bill irrespective of the professionalism observed
in the translation of the policy into legislation. Policy formulation requires money and time
therefore where they are not provided, it will adversely affect the quality of the Bill and the
resultant legislation.
3.5 Loopholes, Misinterpretation and Unintended Consequences
Loopholes, misinterpretations, and unintended consequences in legislation are inevitable
occurrences despite the detailed and comprehensive research conducted prior to
enactment of the legislation. The best language used and how hard we try to make the law
airtight from the beginning to the end to ensure clarity, precision, unambiguity and efficiency
of the legislation cannot completely prevent loopholes, misinterpretation and unintended
consequences from occurring.
Sometimes the loopholes or unintended consequences will not be immediately obvious,
and you won’t find out about them right after the law has been passed, but they will become
apparent overtime, sometimes after several years when the legislation has been
implemented. But rarely, very rarely will a legislation work out exactly the way it was
envisioned by the drafters and the legislators who enacted it. The limitation of legislation
as an instrument of social control is generally acknowledged as a universal challenge.26
The lofty goals of legislation are not always effectively achieved. This is because it is
impossible to fully anticipate how any change in a society may ultimately affect it. The realworld implications of actions one takes may be far different from what seems logical and
obvious, and the solution seems surefire. When significant issues are addressed with
complex legislation, the results, more often not, will be dramatically different from what
was originally intended. This is because human beings which the legislation tends to regulate
to achieve social equilibrium are complex in character, and society as a whole in which the
25

http://thenationonlineng.net/passage-of-46-bills-its-legislative-recklessness-say-lawyers/accesed 20th
March, 2021.
26
P.D Ocheje, Law and Social change: A Socio Legal Analysis of Nigeria’s Corrupt Practices and Other
related offences Act, (2001) Journal of African law, 45, 2, 173-179 cited in T. Jaja, Legislative Drafting: An
Introduction to Modern theories and Practices (2012) (Wolf Legal Publishers, Netherlands) P.53.
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legislation is to operate is vastly more complex. In some other times the various aspects of
the complex issue which the legislation tends to correct is not well appreciated before the
legislation is enacted.
The policy makers and the legislators that enacted the legislation are ignorant of the possible
far-reaching effects of the legislation. It is impossible to anticipate everything, and to have
all the information we need to know about a matter, and this leads to incomplete
information.
Drafters and legislators are not able to get all necessary information within the time frame
to draft Bills and this invariably leads to incorrect analysis of the problem which result in
imperfect legislation.
Another reason that results in loopholes, misconceptions and unintended consequences is
the erroneous following of habits that worked in the past which may not apply to the
current situation. We are not able to get enough and accurate input from those who will
be affected by the Bill and/ or those who will be implementing the Bill and this contributes
to the lack of information that we need to perfect the Bill. But even if drafters were
somehow able to get enough information and enough input, unintended consequences
cannot be completely prevented or avoided by reason of the fact that the nature of the
legislative process involves factors that are beyond the control of the drafters, which lead
to intended consequences. The words or phrases used in a Bill are sometimes determine
by the sponsor of the Bill to satisfy certain interests for the successful passage of the Bill
into law. It is worthy to mention that proposed Bills in Nigeria are sometimes greeted with
suspicion and ethnic colouration until it is proved to be innocuous to the respective regions
before it is supported. A Bill with the tendency to favour one section of the country against
others will naturally not get the needed support for legislative attention when presented
except an intensive lobbying is launched to sway majority of members to see reasons with
the sponsors and supporters of the Bill for it to scale through the various stages in the
legislative process.
It may be easier for drafters to ensure that legislation accomplishes its direct effect by
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ensuring that most of the loopholes are closed, and that the language is specific and not
vague or ambiguous. However, it is a lot harder and probably impossible to prevent or
avoid all unintended consequence from the direct effects, which are the changes in
behaviour and actions that occur in response to the legislation that cannot be anticipated
or cannot be controlled even if they are anticipated. Individuals are complex, society is
much more complex and it is difficult to predict what they are going to do.
3.6 The Vagueness, Imprecision and Ambiguity of Words
Words are the materials with which the drafter works despite tremendous potential for
vagueness, ambiguity, nonsense, imprecision, inaccuracy and indeed all the other horrors
recognised by the legislative drafter.27
An absorbing and continuing interest in linguistics (the scientific study of language) is a
desirable, perhaps essential, quality for a drafter. A continuing interest because the science
of linguistics is very far from standing still. It is surging with vigour.28
Just the experience of each within a community will be different, so each person’s language
will differ to some extent. Communication between two persons requires an overlap of the
field of linguistic experience of each.
The absolutely fundamental principle that words have no “proper” meaning and no
“absolute” meaning is apt here. Words mean whatever they are said to mean by a majority
of the members of the Appellate Committee dealing with the case, even though a minority
may think otherwise.29
Words meanings are not unadulterated and untarnished by the contact of words with one
another. Words like people, however are gregarious and tend to influence and change the
meaning of one another by the company they keep.
The absence of vocal aids and many kinds of visual aids is a serious handicap, but it is the
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permanence and finality of written language, when compared with speech, that constitutes
more serious hurdle to successful communication. The errors and ambiguities which in a
speech are corrected and resolved immediately are in the case of written language much
more difficult, sometimes impossible to correct and resolve.
A written law is the concern of four separate groups of people and should be
comprehensible, or at least capable of explanation, to all of them. These are first, the
individuals who comprise the legislature, second, the persons whose duty it is to administer
the law; third, the members of that section of society which is to be regulated by the law;
and fourth; the members of the judiciary who may have the final duty of interpreting the
law. If the drafter and the members of all four groups are not members of the same speech
community and do not share the same or substantially the same culture, the possibility of
a failure of communication is real.
The effect of context on the meaning of a word may be compared with the effect of
environment on the social conduct of a person. Stamp J. made the point that words derive
colour from their context in Bourne (Inspector of Taxes) v Crematorium Ltd
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where

he said:
English words derive colour from those which surround them. Sentences are
not mere collections of words to be taken out of the sentence, defined
separately by reference to the dictionary or decided cases, and then put again
into the sentence with the meaning which you would have assigned to them
as separate words, so as to give the sentence or phrase a meaning which a
sentence or phrase cannot bear without distortion of the English language.
This was repeated verbatim in Sales Tax Officer, Central... v Byford Ltd.31 In Towne V.
Eisner32 Holmes J expressed much the same thought with a delightful metaphor: ‘A word is
not a crystal, transparent and unchanged, it is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly in
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colour and content according to the circumstances and the time in which it is used.’
A distinction also exists between words considered independently and words used in
association with other words in a particular context. In the first case there may be other
words which approximate in meaning and these are the kinds of approximations to be found
in dictionaries of synonyms.
However, when a word is used with other words, it becomes far less likely that another
word of identical meaning exists. The word derives colour from its context and the exact
shade it assumes is unlikely to be matched if another word is substituted. The absence of
true synonymy is one of the results of the inexactness of language.
The language of yesterday is not that of today and will not be that of tomorrow. New words
come into use, words change their meanings and words fall into disuse. There is certainly
an impermanence about words and word meanings. Every age is of course different from
those which preceded it. Its needs for communication are different and to meet those needs
its system of symbols must change. Language does not change because it has life, but because
those who use it have life and because their society is constantly changing. Semantic change
and the coining of new words are the ways whereby language keeps up with social change
and the passage of time. The English language absorbs, rejects, and adapts elements of
vocabulary as it goes along.33
3.7 Lack of Institutionalised Systematic Mechanism to Evaluate the Impact of
Laws
Currently, Nigeria has no institutionalised systematic mechanism to evaluate the impacts of
laws enacted by the legislature in the past to determine their effectiveness. Amendments
to legislation are prompted by public outcry, government policy directions, the media in
the performance of its agenda setting function, and occasionally on the recommendation of
the judiciary in the course of performing its adjudicatory function. For instance, in Udom v
Umana,34Hon. Justice Olabode Rhodes Vivour JSC considering the uphill task on the
33
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petitioner in an election petition to prove his petition, recommended the amendment of
the Electoral Act, 2010 to shift the burden of proof to INEC to prove that it conducted a
fair and reasonable election. Though the legislature is yet to heed to this recommendation
but had heeded to similar judicial recommendation in other cases.
3.8 Socio-Political, Economical, Technological and Other Societal Changes.
Societal changes or interventions distort legislations by creating loopholes in the legislation
and consequently incapacitate them from accomplishing the various philosophies behind
them.
It is noteworthy to restate the statement of Dr. Tonye Jaja when he stated that every
society or human community grows and in the course of that, the laws of the land follow
the dynamic changes and attendant innovation and update.35
Professor C.O Okonkwo, SAN supported the above view by stating that legislation will be
much improved if it has a law reform background or input which brings with it a high level
of thoroughness. Without this, some laws may begin to manifest defects and become liable
to amendment soon after coming into force.36
No legislation can effectively accommodate every unforeseen circumstance that might
emerged in the future in spite of the professionalism that might have been infused into the
drafting of the legislation to ensure its clarity, precision, and unambiguity. The
meticulousness and the comprehensiveness with which the policy translated by the
legislation was enunciated is notwithstanding. A legislation may be perfect, taking care of
every essential element of effectiveness at the time of enactment, but gabs may be created
in the legislation by intervening circumstances such as technological advancements and
other societal changes subsequently. For instance, technological advancement has brought
electronic voting to reality in advanced democracies such as the United States of America
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and others but Nigeria cannot avail herself of it because of the current state of the law
regulating elections. The Electoral Act, 2010 does not contain relevant provisions for the
deployment of electronic voting and transmission of the results for transparency.
In Independent National Electoral Commission v Otti,37 the court held that until Section 49 of
the Electoral Act is amended to bring in the process of electronic voting, the manual voters
register will continue to play a prominent role in ascertaining whether there was overvoting or not by its production and comparing it to the number of those accredited to vote
and those who actually voted. It is only then that the information captured in the smart
card reader can be used to establish the actual number of persons who voted in the
election.
Legislation depreciates in their deterrence capacity over the time. For instance, due to the
inflationary trend in the country, some penal provisions are now ridiculous. The penalties
are not commensurate with the gravity of the offences they are associated with. No
legislation can perpetually remain effective for decades in spite of changes in the society in
which the legislation operates.
These and many others constitute factors militating against effective legislation and they
inform the need for the evaluation of legislation to determine the effectiveness or otherwise
with a view to amending it where necessary to bring it in tune with current realities.
Routine evaluation of legislation would determine whether the legislation is producing
expected outcomes, to what extent, and if not, why. This is the essence of Post-Legislative
Scrutiny. It serves the purpose of always ensuring that legislation is effective to avert the
consequences of ineffective or defective legislation which are debilitating and destructive.
Below are some of the consequences of ineffective legislation.
4. Effects of Ineffective Legislation
Legislation which fails to achieve its targeted objectives by reason of poor drafting, poor
implementation and whatever has adverse negative effect on the society in which it was
37
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enacted to regulate. The following are some of the effects of legislation that is not effective.
4.1 Failure to Achieve National Development
Peace, order and good government are precursors to national development and where they
are missing, the pursuit of national development will amount to wild goose chase. Legislation
are not whimsically enacted in vacuum. They are at all times enacted for legal objectives or
philosophies. Where the targeted objective of a piece of legislation is peace and order, but
the legislation is not effective, the targeted peace and order will consequently be unrealistic
and national development cannot be attained because development cannot thrive where
there is no peace and order.
4.2 Unnecessary Litigation
It is not just the failure to achieve national economic development in Nigeria that is the
only consequence and symptom of poor-quality legislation and Bills, resort to litigation to
interpret the provisions of poor-quality Bills or legislation is a recurring decimal.
Poorly drafted statutes are a burden upon the entire state. Judges struggle to interpret and
apply them, attorneys find it difficult to base any sure advice upon them, and the citizen
with the earnest desire to conform is confused. Often, lack of artful drafting results in failure
of the statute to achieve its desired result. At times, totally unforeseen results follow. On
the other occasions, defects lead directly to litigation.
4.3 Waste of National Resources
Failure to undertake robust consultations during the legislative drafting process and the
attendant wastage of national resources is evident in the cost of paying and re-repaying
legislative drafting staff and legislative drafting consultants to draft and re-redraft Bills. For
example, the Petroleum Industry Act 2021 has at least five versions drafted by different
teams38 before it was eventually enacted.
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Failure of the legislative drafters to undertake pre-legislative scrutiny and in-depth research
of existing laws when drafting instruction are issued results in the loss of Federal
Government revenue due to drafting of legislation that creates Federal Government
Agencies (statutory corporations) that duplicate the functions of already existing federal
government agencies.
Ideally, when a legislative drafter receives legislative drafting instructions to draft a Bill to
establish a federal government agency, such a legislative drafter ought to conduct
preliminary legal research to ensure that the existing laws of the Federation of Nigeria do
not contain an existing government agency that is already performing the same or similar
functions.
Another instance where poorly drafted legislation result in the wastage of government
revenue is where President Muhammadu Buhari vetoed 34 Bills enacted by the National
Assembly between 2015-2019 principally by reason of poor drafting by Legislative Counsel
in the National Assembly.39

4.4 Difficulty in Securing Conviction
Securing conviction under legislation that has gaps or loopholes becomes an impossibility
because criminals will exploit such gaps or loopholes to circumvent the law. Apt instance
is the nullification of the conviction of Orji Uzor Kalu’s conviction by the Supreme Court.
Senator kalu was convicted of N7.65 billion fraud perpetrated when he was Abia State
Governor between 1999 and 2007. He was convicted alongside his firm, Slok Nigeria
Limited and the former Abia State Director of Finance, Ude udeogu. The court ruled that
Justice Mohammed Idris, who convicted kalu, lacked the power to sentence him. The
nullification came as a result of the unconstitutionality of the Administration of Criminal
Justice Act, 2015 which had section 396(7) inconsistent with the Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria. The Supreme Court allowed the appeal on the ground that section
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396(7) of the Administration of Criminal Justice Act (ACJA) which allows an elevated High
Court judge to go back to the court below to complete part-heard criminal matters is
unconstitutional.40
5. A Threat to the Hallowed Principle of Separation of Powers
Ineffective legislation undermines the principle of Separation of powers by giving the courts
discretion to employ purposive approach to interpretation when there is ambiguity and
imprecision in a legislation thereby causing uncertainty in the law. Though law-making is the
statutory function of the legislature but judges do make laws sometimes by employing the
golden rule or purposive approach of interpretation in place of the literal rule to fill in gaps
in legislation. This creates room for the judiciary to encroach on the lawmaking function of
the legislature.
Nigeria is in this pathetic state of development because some of the legislation regulating
vital sectors of the economy are not effective. No country can develop more than the state
of its laws therefore it is an imperative necessity for laws to be reviewed regularly.
Legislation may have all the necessary ingredients of effectiveness at the time of enactment
but may not remain effective as time goes on by reason of some of the militating factors
mentioned above, most especially the socio-economic, political, technological and other
societal changes. In other words, legislation cannot remain effective for eternity in the face
of societal changes. It must change in the same pace with the society as the circumstances
that might have prompted the enactment of the legislation may no longer be in existence
in the future.
This position was given judicial nod in the case of Buhari & Ors v Obasanjo & Ors41where the
Supreme Court stated that the beauty of law in a civilized society is that it owes its respect
and due observance to the society. It should be progressive and act as a catalyst to social
engineering. Where it relies on mere technicality or outmoded or incomprehensible
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procedures and immerses itself in a jacket of hotchpotch legalism that is not in tune with
the times, it becomes anachronistic and it destroys or desecrate the temple of justice.
The regular review of law to know whether it is working to produce desired result or not
is what is technically referred as “Post-Legislative Scrutiny” which is given considerable
attention in the succeeding section.
5. Post Legislative Scrutiny
The concept of Post-Legislative Scrutiny is yet to be rooted in Nigeria even though it has
been deeply rooted in advanced democracies such as the United Kingdom long ago where
it is utilized as a parliamentary practice to guarantee the effectiveness of legislation. Because
it has not been rooted in Nigeria, it is imperative to demystify the concept from the outset
to achieve logical sequence in the discussion of the concept.
The prefix ‘Post’ simply means after. ‘legislative’ as an adjective is connected with the
legislature and its power of making and passing laws, while “Scrutiny’ refers to careful and
thorough examination. Putting the words together, the phrase “Post-Legislative Scrutiny”
simply means a careful study or examination of a law after it has been implemented to
determine whether it is effective in accomplishing the objectives or philosophies behind its
enactment or not.
In its stricter sense, Post-Legislative Scrutiny looks at the enactment of the law, whether
the legal provisions of the law have been brought into force, how courts have interpreted
the law and how legal practitioners and citizens have used the law.42
In a broader sense, Post-Legislative Scrutiny looks at the impact of legislation; whether the
intended policy objectives of the law have been met and how effectively.43
Post-Legislative Scrutiny can also be referred to as a broad legislative review, the purpose
of which is to evaluate whether and to what extent a piece of legislation has achieved its
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intended purpose. It can also be referred to as a more focused evaluation of how a piece
of legislation is working in practice.
Post-Legislative Scrutiny involves the legislature and it is usually conducted through its
committees where a designated Committee scrutinise and evaluate the effects and
consequences of a law after it has been implemented and may make recommendations for
changes to the law or to how it operates in practice where necessary. It is appropriate to
conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny subsequent to implementation of the legislation because
it is only after implementation that the effects and implications of a law can be assessed to
determine whether it has met its objectives, whether it has worked well in practice or it
has unintended consequences.
Post-Legislative Scrutiny therefore provides a way for parliament to evaluate the impact
and effects of laws. It also enables legislators to listen to the views and experiences of those
affected by the law and to be responsible to their concerns.
To take charge of this responsibility, legislature can establish specialized committees and
conduct their own analysis and/or they can rely on the information and reports provided
by the government, civil society organisations (CSO), media and even individuals.
5.1 The Significance of Post-Legislative Scrutiny
It is widely accepted that Post-Legislative Scrutiny can have a number of benefits for existing
legislation and future law-making. It is trite to observe that consideration of how legislation
works in practice may reveal that what was anticipated is not what has resulted. Thus, the
headline reasons for systematic Post-Legislative Scrutiny have been identified as follows:
(a) it serves as instrument to assess whether legislation is working out in practice as envisage
and, if not, to determine the reasons why and to offer solutions to rectify any problems.
Post-Legislative Scrutiny is to establish whether the objectives which the legislation was
designed to address have been achieved, to what extent has the objectives been achieved.
(b) The law Commission suggests that Post-Legislative Scrutiny should lead to better
legislation due to the increased focus upon how Acts and subsequent regulations operate.
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Where the evaluation reveals any gap or loophole in the legislation that impedes regulation
of the anticipated situation, amendment will be recommended and possibly made to cover
such loophole or gap in the legislation for better regulation. Where it is discovered that
other legislation poses problem to the effectiveness of the legislation under review, such
legislation would be recommended for amendment to ensure smooth correction of the
targeted mischief.
3. Post-Legislative Scrutiny improves focus on implementation of policy aims. With the
knowledge that Post-Legislative Scrutiny might one day be undertaken, it might concentrate
the government’s mind on the task of implementing legislation and its likely effects. If in the
course of the Post-Legislative Scrutiny, it is discovered that it is the implementation agency
that need overhauling, such will be recommended and carry out.
4. It improves the delivery of policy aims, in the sense that it provides a spur to those who
work in the delivery of policy in ensuring that policy aims are met.
5. It creates room for the location of good practice and disseminate it in order to help both
the executive and legislature learn how to avoid creating legislation with unintended
consequences. Lessons drawn from the success of legislation or failures of legislation
revealed by the scrutiny may be avoided. It is important to note that Post-Legislative
Scrutiny should not be exclusively about identifying problems with legislation or showing
that its objectives have not been met. On some occasions, the law may be working well
and Post-Legislative Scrutiny can be useful in highlighting models of good policy and practice
so that future legislation can learn the lessons of a successful approach.
6. It leads to improvement in the quality of legislation in the sense that with the knowledge
that legislation could be formally reviewed, it might have the effect of improving the drafting
and scrutiny of legislation44.
7. Post-Legislative Scrutiny could well reveal that there is no law on a given subject that the
existing law is outmoded and incapable of dealing with the subject matter in contemporary
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times. Where this is the case, appropriate legislative intervention will be recommended to
provide adequate and robust legal framework for regulating the respect of human activity
being concerned.
8. Post-legislative Scrutiny could also pinpoint that there are adequate laws on a subjectmatter but that enforcement or implementation is the challenge. Where this is the case,
law review could recommend appropriate policy actions or responses targeted at closing
the deficit in implementation.45
(9) Post legislative scrutiny exposes ambiguities, inconsistencies, practical impracticalities as
well as lacuna in the law in order to bring about the needed reform for the good of society.
It therefore follows that Post-Legislative Scrutiny serves to bring about reforms in the law
by highlighting the gap between the legal ideals and the practical realities.
The importance of Post-Legislative Scrutiny cannot be over-emphasized. It is arguable that
without systematic Post-Legislative Scrutiny, the true efficacy of a legislative response may
be largely unknown. Amendments or law reform may take place without careful
examination of the success (or lack of success) of the existing response to the problem,
and routine maintenance of the stock of legislation may not occur on a regular basis,
notwithstanding the changing social and economic landscape.
No matter how best a law is drafted years ago, it cannot adequately and comprehensively
take care of every unforeseen circumstance that might crop up subsequently. The laws must
change in direct proportion with societal changes to maintain social equilibrium. Our laws
are not always perfect and final, and cannot be so in a dynamic society; they are not always
even intelligible, and if intelligible, not always intelligently made.46 They may contain internal
contradictions or inconsistencies or outright ambiguities. The social conditions that were
in force which necessitated the enactment of the law may have changed. There might be
duplication of pronouncements on a legal provision as to make the law uncertain. There
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may be a wide gulf between legal idealism as posited in the statute and the practical reality.
All these are reasons for regular review or evaluation to bring about improvement in our
law-making, implementation and interpretation.
For these reasons and more, legislatures should follow-up afterwards to make sure that the
law is fully implemented and that it is achieving the results that were originally intended.
This final stage of the end-to-end legislative process is what Post-Legislative Scrutiny is all
about.
5.2 Methodology of Post-Legislative Scrutiny
There is no fixed or agreed method that should be followed to carry out Post-Legislative
Scrutiny. How scrutiny is conducted will be influenced by the agency leading the review,
the nature of the legislation, the scope of the review, and the available resources. Meaningful
scrutiny does, however require collation and analysis of relevant information together with
the involvement of relevant stakeholders comprising those affected by the legislation, the
agencies charged with the responsibility of implementing them. Given the wide array of
agencies involved in Post-Legislative Scrutiny, there is no one source of reliable information
about how scrutiny is carried out. However, the approach adopted by the Law Commission
is instructive. In particular, the Commission has developed a range of review techniques,
including appointing committees, consultants and working groups; utilizing the research
skills of university academics; holding public seminars and debates; producing discussion
papers for input from interested parties. While not all legislation will justify this degree of
scrutiny, these methods are illustrative of the tools that can be employed to assess how
legislation has worked in practice.
The methods used and outcomes of Post-Legislative Scrutiny are similar to those used by
Committees in oversight or policy inquiries. The Standing Committee which covers the
relevant policy area will most often undertake the Post-Legislative Scrutiny inquiry and will
follow the normal procedures for a Committee inquiry for example the collection of
information and views about the law (written and in oral evidence sessions), analysis of the
information received, followed by Committee deliberations, the publication of a report and,
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if appropriate, recommendation for amendment of the law or proposal to reform how it
works in practice.
As part of the Post-Legislative Scrutiny, it might be useful to organize a public hearing to
seek opinions, suggestions and recommendations from the experts, stakeholders or
representations of the public about the extent to which legislation has been implemented
and its objectives achieved.
It may be sensible to pilot different methods of Post-Legislative Scrutiny to evaluate which
ones have proved most effective before deciding on the best form of Post-Legislative
Scrutiny to be adopted as the standard model.
5.4 When to Conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny
Following the definitions of Effective Legislation and the factors militating against effective
legislation earlier discussed in this study, it is the researcher’s view that the effectiveness
or otherwise of legislation can only be determined after implementation. In other words,
whether the objectives of the legislation have been achieved or not can only be determined
after when the legislation has been implemented. The objectives of legislation are the
parameters with which to determine the effectiveness of legislation.
A professionally drafted legislation may not be effective if the objectives of the legislation
are not achieved or if the targeted mischiefs are not corrected upon implementation.
Clarity, precision, unambiguity and efficiency are only some of the ingredients of effective
legislation and not the only determinants of effective legislation. Legislation must
successfully produce the desired result to be effective.
Some legislation may be well-drafted in terms of textual and structural designs in addition
to being drafted in the simplest and best language with all necessary grammatical and
punctuation rules observed but are not effective to the extent that their objectives are not
achieved on implementation. Legislation must provide processes likely to ensure effective
implementation. A law works only when it induces the behaviour it prescribes. Whatever
its propositions, good intentions, if a law fails to improve existing problematic behaviours,
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how can one call it good?47
Based on the above, Post-Legislative Scrutiny can be conducted anytime subsequent to the
enactment and implementation of the legislation concerned. In the United Kingdom, PostLegislative Scrutiny usually takes place three to five years after when the law has been
passed,48 although if there are obvious and pressing issues arising from a law’s
implementation, Post-Legislative Scrutiny may be undertaken more quickly. For instance,
The Police Act, 2020 which is barely a year old is currently receiving legislative attention in
the National Assembly because of the current security challenges facing the country. The
Bill is seeking to decentralize the Police Force to adequately tackle the security challenges
facing the country. It is not necessary to wait for a particular number of years before PostLegislative Scrutiny is conducted. When to conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny Should be
determined by the prevailing circumstances. President Muhammadu Buhari has written the
National Assembly of Nigeria seeking amendment to the Petroleum Industry Act, 2021
which is barely one month old following the out-cry that greeted the Act.
It is important to note that there are advantages and disadvantages of reviewing legislation
earlier and later following enactment. For example, if reviewed too early a committee may
miss problems which are yet to develop as the legislation has not been on the statute books
long enough. There is also the chance that early review might deter another committee or
a successor committee from reviewing it again, so as not to cause an overlap. However,
there are disadvantages of reviewing legislation after it has been on the statute books for a
longer length of time. For example, if an Act has been underperforming its aims for seven
years before it is repealed, that is 7 years when a review could have taken place and a
solution sought, the effect will have been destructive. This is why there must be flexibility
within the system in order to deal with such challenges and why Committees should be
able to undertake Post-Legislative Scrutiny without a memorandum from the government.
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5.5 Historical Development of the Concept of Post-Legislative Scrutiny.
There have been several attempts in history to ensure that legislation as a means of building
and managing society is effective in terms of clarity, precision, unambiguity, compliance,
accessibility, and implementation to achieve desired results.
The quest for effective legislation has been an aged-long venture where several studies have
been conducted which have resulted in several interventions over the years for the purpose
of making legislation effective. Some of these interventions include arrangement and
structuring of legislation, regulatory or legal framework for drafters, provision of drafting
manual, writing in plain language, gender-neutral drafting, issuance of standard and detailed
instructions by sponsoring ministries, drafting by professionals, training of drafters,
sponsorship of drafters to both National and International Seminars and Conferences
organized by professional bodies and provision of well-equipped drafting office and others.
For instance, George Coode took a major revision of the poor laws, which led to On
legislative Expression (1845 & 1852).49 Sound groundwork was provided by Coode. As a
result of his efforts, theoretical underpinnings to drafting practice were provided for the
first time. In particular, he formulated a framework for composing legislative sentences,
asserting that each should contain standard components and showing how they should be
consistently deployed. Coode made many suggestions designed to produce more reliable
drafting practices. They include:
(a) The prime virtues in drafting are simplicity and directness of expression. Common
patterns of English should always be used;
(b) Sentences should follow each other in a logical sequence, for example, in accordance
with the chronological order of the events to which they relate.
(c) Separate legal sentences should be used to provide for different rules relating to different
persons or different events and there should be one sentence for each class of case, in
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which a distinct person is subjected to a distinct legal provision;
(d) If a legal person is engaged in several actions in the same set of circumstances, the series
of actions should be gathered in a single sentence, in the order in which they will occur;
(e) Artificial or arbitral definitions of terms should be avoided. Instead of providing certainty
of meaning they can conceal important effects;
(f) Definitions should challenge attention by being placed before, not after, the matter to
which they relate; defined terms should be identified by some distinguishing mark;
(g) Provisos should be avoided; their only legitimate use is to create an immediate exception
to a general proposition.
Sir Henry Thring wrote Practical Legislation 1877, 1902. He pioneered a number of practices
that complement Coode’s proposals. These included:
(a) Legislative sentences should be short, with only one sentence to a section (or, if the
section is divided into subsections, to each subsection); this was facilitated by the statutory
permission in 1850 to use sections and subsections.
(b) There should be a unity of purpose between the subsections of the same section; the
main proposition in a section should be contained in the first subsection; qualifications and
exceptions should be contained in subsequent subsections.
(c) Lengthy Acts should be divided into parts and headings ascribed;
(d) Distinct matters, which have no connection with each other, should not be dealt with
in the same Act;
(e) The simplest expressions found in ordinary composition will generally be adequate;
(f) Latin terms and unnecessary technical expressions should be avoided;
(g) The same term should be used to describe the same thing; a different term should be
used to describe a different thing.
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George Coode, Henry Thrings and others made significant contributions to improve the
approach to common law drafting in the later nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.
Their writings and legislative drafts had considerable influence throughout the then British
Empire.50
However, all these interventions have not produced the desired result of effective
legislation where legislation is drafted with clarity, precision and unambiguity with efficiency
towards the achievement of the objectives or philosophies of the legislations once and for
all.
Legislation may have all the necessary ingredients for effectiveness as stated above but may
not be effective in perpetuity in the face of societal changes. Effectiveness of legislation is
transient and relative in the sense that an effective legislation today may not be effective
tomorrow by being clear, precise, unambiguous and capable of achieving the legal objectives
of the legislation despite the meticulousness and professionalism observed at the time of
drafting. Societal changes and other factors militating against effective legislation will
invariably create gaps or loopholes to make the legislation ineffective.
Realizing that legislation cannot remain effective for eternity in the face of societal changes
without any form of reform to attune it with current realities, parliaments all over the world
resorted to the utilization of the concept of Post-Legislative Scrutiny for the purpose of
constantly updating their legislation for effectiveness. For instance, the concept of Post
Legislative Scrutiny has existed and taken root in advance democracies such as the United
Kingdom for over fifteen years.51 The utilization of the concept to determine the
effectiveness of legislation is now a routine practice in the British Parliament.52
Furthermore, in Switzerland, the Constitution establishes a direct obligation for the
parliament to evaluate the effectiveness of the legislation and other measures adopted. The
Federal Parliament set up in 1991 the Parliamentary Control of the Administration (PCA),
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a specialized service which carries out evaluations on behalf of the Parliament. The PCA
works based on mandates on behalf of Parliamentary Committees.
In South Africa, the parliament has commissioned an external panel of senior experts to
conduct a systematic examination of the effects of laws passed by the National Assembly
since non-racialized majority-rule was established in 1994. The process that is being
followed in South Africa offers a useful comparative guide for other parliaments that can
identify a similar check-point in time around which to examine the impact of passed
legislation.53 It is also a useful comparator for those parliaments who do not have the
internal capacity to engage in such an extensive review, but in which there exists sufficient
funding to employ the use of experts to evaluate a parliament’s legislative output in a
specified area. The case of South Africa also demonstrates that building public awareness
and public participation can lend authority to, and fortify, the strength and merit of the
exercise of Post-Legislative review.54
In Ghana, the Fines (Penalty Units) Act, 200055 automatically upgrades fines and penalties in
direct proportion with the prevailing minimum wage in the country. Fines and penalties are
classified into units by the Fines (Penalty units) Act where fines and penalties vary in direct
proportion with the inflationary trend in the country. The country operates an Act with
calibrated fines and penalties with the nature and gravity of offence proportionally with the
rate of inflation in the country. This is to the effect that legislation do not ordinarily become
moribund or ineffective merely by reason of the penalties or fines lacking deterrent effect
as a result of inflation.
6. Legal and Institutional Framework for Post-Legislative Scrutiny in Nigeria
The legal framework for the conduct of Post-Legislative Scrutiny in Nigeria is the
Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.56 The Constitution vests the legislative
powers of the Federation in the National Assembly which comprises the Senate and the
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House of Representatives.57
The lawmaking power of the legislature as vested by the Constitution includes the power
to amend and revoke the laws enacted by it. In the case of Adesanya V Adewole,58 Tobi JSC
held that the constitutional function of the legislature to make laws includes amendment
and revocation and the duty of the judiciary is to interpret the amendment or revocation
to achieve the intention of the legislature.
Unlike the courts that become functus officio after the delivery of a judgment except the
correction of clerical mistakes or accidental slips,59 the legislature has a constitutional duty
to correct defects in legislation made by itself when the circumstance demands. The
legislative power of the National Assembly to make laws is ‘end-to-end’. The legislature can
enact, evaluate and amend or revoke and re-enact where necessary to keep the legislation
alive for effectiveness. By section 88(2) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria, the National Assembly can monitor the implementation of legislation and evaluate
or assess it to determine the effectiveness of the legislation. The power to monitor the
implementation and evaluation of legislation is known as the oversight powers of the
National Assembly. The provision is to the effect that the powers conferred on the National
Assembly under the provisions of this section are exercisable only for the purpose of
enabling it to- (a) make laws with respect to any matter within its legislative competence
and correct any defects in existing laws…60. By this provision, the National Assembly
is empowered
to subject any legislation enacted by itself to Post-Legislative Scrutiny to determine whether
the legislation is yielding expected result or not, and where necessary carry out amendment
or any other form of law reform to update the law in tune with current socio-economic,
political, technological and other societal demands.
The National Assembly has pursuant to the constitutional provision cited above and others
57
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amended several legislation following policy direction of the government in power, media,
pressure by Civil Society Organisations (CSO), Labour Organisations, recommendation by
the judiciary, and even individuals. However, the performance of the National Assembly in
direction of periodic review and evaluation of extant legislation has not satisfactory
considering the spent, outdated and anachronistic legislation in our labour books.
The Nigerian Law Reform Commission which is an executive body established to
complement the efforts of the National Assembly in the progressive development and
update of legislation by way of codification, elimination of anomalous or obsolete laws and
general simplification of the law in accordance with general directions issued by the
government from time to time has also not been helpful in the discharge of its saddled
responsibility.61
The Nigerian legal system has remained inundated with all manner of outdated, obsolete
and anachronistic laws. Some legislation in Nigeria are as old as the country begging for
legislative attention for reformation in accordance with societal demands to become
effective. Some English laws received into Nigeria during the colonial era are still in force
in Nigeria even though most of them have been repealed in England where they originated.
6. Challenges of the National Assembly with Respect to Post-Legislative
Scrutiny
The National Assembly is enmeshed in the following challenges:
(a) Sponsoring of Bill for Showmanship
Nigerian legislators have the penchant or propensity for sponsoring new Bills to create a
record of having sponsored a Bill. They are indifferent to the functionality of the laws. More
often than not, they passe laws and takes no further responsibility to evaluate the impact
of the laws on the society. The focus is often on getting legislation made and not on checking
how well it is being implemented and if it is being implemented at all. Sylvester Imanobe
supported the above view by asserting that over 50% of the Bills received at the National
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Assembly are poor quality Bills that emanate not out of the desire to promote national
economic development but instead are “submitted by the desire of legislators to be listed
as having sponsored Bills.”62
This is in contradiction with the modern practice of Post-Legislative Scrutiny in advanced
countries where legislation is regularly evaluated to assess the effectiveness or otherwise
with a view to amending, repealing or consolidating with other legislation to update it.
(b) Preoccupation with Oversight Function
The legislature is often preoccupied with the application of the oversight power as a political
weapon to score political point because of its political implications for them as politicians.63
Legislative oversight is one of the major ways through which the legislators take their own
pounds of flesh whenever they have a score to settle with the executive. A recent case is
the threat by the Senate that the National Assembly would not hesitate to invoke its
legislative powers to deal with the executive if it continued to harass and intimidate the
lawmakers through the security agencies.64 Furthermore, the legislative oversight is a
lucrative avenue through which the legislators corruptly enrich themselves. This is because
the legislators often hide under their oversight function to extort money from various
government agencies and functionaries appearing before them. Thus, the erstwhile
Director-general of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), Ms. Arumah Oteh,
once accused the then Chairman of the House of Representatives Committee on Capital
Market and Institutions, Mr. Herman Hembe, of demanding all manner of money from the
SEC including a whopping sum of N39 million to organize a public hearing on capital market,
and another N5 million to ensure that SEC was giving a clean bill of health by the
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Committee.65
Also, Senator Godswill Akpabio, the current Minister of Niger-Delta made shocking
revelation to the effect that virtually all contracts awarded by the Niger-Delta Commission
went to members of the Nigerian National Assembly. Though he later made a retraction
that never exonerated them completely.
Most recently, A High Court in Abuja has sentenced the former Chairman of the House of
Representatives Ad-hoc Committee on Petroleum Subsidy, Farouk Lawal to seven years in
prison. Lawan was found guilty of charges bordering on corruption. It was established that
he asked for and obtained a bribe from Femi Otedola, in order to exonerate Zenon
Petroleum and gas Limited from the list of companies in the fuel subsidy scam.66
The National Assembly misapplies its oversight powers to score political points to the
apparent neglect of monitoring and evaluation of laws for reform to conform with current
realities.
(c)The Overbearing Influence of the Executive
The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria is structured in a way that the Executive
organ of government is placed in an advantageous position in the power equation among
the three organs of government. The President of the Federal Republic of Nigeria is the
Commander in-Chief of the Nigerian Armed Forces. He gives directive as it pleases him.
The invasion of the National Assembly premises against all democratic norms in 2015 by
armed men of the Nigeria Police Force and the replay of this in 201867 by the Department
of State Security Services (DSS) with impunity are some of the instances of display of the
overbearing influence of the Executive against the legislature. The vantage position of the
Executive68 and the huge resources at the disposal of the organ is a challenge to the lawF J Nwagwu, ‘legislative Oversight in Nigeria: a Watchdog or Hunting Dog’? (2014) 22 Journal of law,
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making powers of the Legislature.
(d) The Veto Power of the President.
The veto power vested in the President by the Constitution constitutes a great challenge
to the National Assembly with respect to its lawmaking powers. The power is sometimes
exercised in an unpatriotic manner to arrest people oriented and well-intended legislation
of the National Assembly. A case that readily comes to mind is the serial arrest of the
Electoral Act Amendment Bill by Mr. President in exercise of this veto power. Before the
last version was submitted in 2018, he had withheld assent to the document about three
times, attributing the decision to “errors” in the amended Bill.69
Though, the Constitution gives the National Assembly the power to override the exercise
of such veto power by repassing the Bill, but in most cases the National Assembly could
not galvanize support to utilize this constitutional weapon to defeat the withhold of assent
by Mr. President. Section 58(5) of the Constitution70 requires the National Assembly to repass the Bill. In the case of National Assembly v President FRN & Ors71 the Court of Appeal
held that a mere “Motion of Veto Override” is not enough.
The National Assembly has only succeeded in overriding the Veto Power of Mr. President
by re-enacting the Bill by two-thirds majority. These are (1) The Niger-Delta Development
Commission (Establishment) Act (2) Electoral Act, 2002, and (3) Corrupt Practices & Other
Related Offences Act, 2003.
The President has arrested unreasonably huge number of legislation in the Nigerian
constitutionally democracy. For instance, both chambers of the National Assembly
successfully passed 1005 Bills between the period of June 1999-May 2015 but only 244 Bills
became Acts of the National Assembly by virtue of receiving Presidential Assent. 72
Meanwhile, the 8th National Assembly passed a total of 287 Bills between 2015 and May
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2019 with President Buhari, ignoring not fewer than 160 of them.73 From 2019 to date, 48
Bills have been passed by the National Assembly with President Buhari assenting to only 5
of them, ignoring a whopping 4374. With these statistics, it is safe to presume that the
President may withhold assent on a Bill that attempts to whittle down his overwhelming
influence. The refusal of Mr. President to sign the Electoral Act amendment Bill into law is
believed to be one of such instances.
(e) Corruption
Corruption as a pandemic affects the National Assembly in its law-making Process.
Proposed Bills are sometimes arrested by bribing National Assembly members while in
other times money is used to facilitate the passage of a Bill that protect some powerful
interests against general interest. Nigeria’s Senate President, Ahmad Lawan and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, Femi Gbajabiamila were allegedly paid dollars (millions of
naira) to ensure the passage of the controversial Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) recently
signed into law by President Muhammadu Buhari.75
(f) Ethnic Politics
Every proposed Bill in the National Assembly is greeted with suspicion. Until a Bill is proven
to be innocuous to the major sections of the country, it will suffer a setback by reason of
ethnic politics by members of the National Assembly. National Assembly members firstly
hold their allegiance to their various ethnic groups before the country in contradiction to
the oath of allegiance they took at the beginning of the tenure. They tend to serve their
ethnic interests first before the national interest. They are not nationalistic enough to
subsume their interests under national interest. A proposed amendment to an existing
legislation to cater for the interest of minority groups in the country may not scale through
legislative process by reason of opposition from members from major ethnic groups.
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For the above reasons and others, the performance of the National Assembly in the
direction of Post-legislative Scrutiny has not been satisfactory.
The Nigerian Law Reform Commission as an executive body established for the progressive
update and development of the law is also enmeshed in dormancy. The Commission is
moribund and dysfunctional therefore lacks the capacity to engage in progressive
development or reformation of spent or moribund laws to synchronise them with current
realities by reason of the various challenges facing it. The Commission is dormant to the
extent that there are in existence obsolete penalty clauses in our law books begging for
review. The extant law regulating the activities of the Commission is more of stumbling
block against reform of obsolete law.76 Another challenge of the Commission is
underfunding. The annual budgetary allocation to the Commission is insufficient to carry
out its saddled responsibility effectively and efficiently.
7. The Practice of Post-Legislative Scrutiny in Nigeria
With the National Assembly and the Nigerian Law Reform commission encumbered with
challenges mentioned above, Nigeria currently does not practice Post-Legislative Scrutiny
in its real sense to regularly synchronize the laws to current realities so as to make them
effective for the actualization of their targeted legal objectives or philosophies.
The strong but humble view of the researcher is fortified by the conspicuous absence of
review or sunset clauses in Nigerian legislation as revealed by critical examination of the
legislation contained in the Laws of the Federation (LFN) 2004 and those enacted after the
publication of the laws of the federation 2004 to date. Furthermore, there are no ministerial
undertakings where ministers are required to submit Memorandum of Implementation at a
stipulated date subsequent to implementation of the legislation except in the case of the
Nigeria Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI) Act, 2007 where NEITI is
requested to submit an Annual Report to the National Assembly. These triggers if present
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in legislation automatically prompt Post-Legislative Scrutiny without any foot-dragging by
either the legislature or the executive organ of government.
Another compelling evidence with respect to the non-practice of Post-Legislative Scrutiny
is the absence of a Standing Committee both in the Senate and the House of
Representatives to conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny on deserving existing legislation for
necessary reformatory action as against the parliamentary practice in advanced democracies
such as the United Kingdom, Switzerland, South Africa and others where Post-Legislative
Scrutiny is practiced is a reinforcing or substantiating evidence to the non-practice of PostLegislative Scrutiny in Nigeria. Currently, the Senate has 70 Committees while the House
of Representatives has 90 Committees77 with none of the Committees in both Houses
designated and detailed to conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny on deserving legislation to
determine their effectiveness or otherwise and also to serve as a gateway to determine the
necessity of proposed Bills. In serving as a gateway, the Committee will conduct Bill analysis
and scrutiny to bring to the fore whether there is an already existing legislation on the area
intended to be covered by the proposed Bill in which case the Committee would
recommend amendment, repeal and re-enactment of the existing legislation to
accommodate areas not covered by the extant legislation that are in the proposed Bill to
update it and consequently make the enactment of the proposed Bill needless. By so doing,
the Committee would have succeeded in streamlining and reducing the number of
duplicating legislation churned out by every successive Assembly. Presently, amendments
and other alterations to legislation for reform are driven by executive policy directions,
recommendations of the judiciary, demands by Civil Society Organizations (CSO), the
media, and private individuals to protect certain interests.
The absence of the triggers of Post-Legislative Scrutiny as highlighted above contributes to
the unsatisfactory performance in the proactive and prompt update or reform of laws by
means of amendment, repeal, codification and consolidation. This has led to the resultant
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effect of leaving unreasonable number of outdated, obsolete and moribund laws in our law
books begging for appropriate legislative attention. Some of the laws have lost their
deterrent or regulatory tendencies (the normative value) with the resultant effect of
infertility or failing to produce targeted objectives.
English laws received into Nigeria during the colonial era are still in force in Nigeria even
though most of them have been repealed in England where they originated.78 Also, some of
the laws in force in Nigeria today are mere decrees and edicts promulgated through fiats
in the heydays of military rule. Even though these decrees and edicts were legitimized at
the dawn of the Fourth Republic by virtue of the saving clause of the 1999 Constitution of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria, (as altered)79, which itself is a decree, their contents and
characters have remained unchanged. Thus, one of the major challenges confronting
Nigeria’s nascent democracy is the reality of running a democratic government with these
glorified decrees and edicts. No country can develop more than its laws. There is necessity
for regular evaluation of extant legislation to determine their effectiveness as legislation
cannot be effective in terms of achieving targeted objectives or remedying targeted
mischiefs till eternity or in perpetuity in the face of technological advancements and other
societal changes. Societal changes or interventions distort legislation by creating loopholes
in the legislation and consequently incapacitate them from accomplishing the various
philosophies behind them.
There is a plethora of legislation that are due for review for possible reform as they have
failed to accomplished their targeted objectives because of gaps or loopholes occasioned
by omissions, technological advancements, occurrence of circumstances that were not
envisaged at the time of drafting, poor policy formulation, inelegant drafting, nonobservance of proven best drafting practices, theories and conventions, and other societal
changes.
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This is not however the situation in other advanced jurisdiction where the mechanism of
Post-Legislative Scrutiny is employed regularly to determine the effectiveness and otherwise
of necessary laws in addressing their targeted objectives or philosophies.
To mention but few, the following are some Nigerian legislation which are in the opinion
of the researcher due for Post-Legislative Scrutiny for necessary legislative action for the
achievement of their targeted objectives.
(a) The Electoral Act80
The Electoral Act 2010 which is the principal law regulating our electoral process has failed
to take us to the desired destination of free, fair, and credible and transparent elections
where every vote would count and the result will reflect the wish of the people.
Nigerian elections are fraught with irregularities and malpractices creating room for
multiplicity of litigation and consequently putting more burdens on the judiciary immediately
after elections. Several means including vote buying have been devised by smart politicians
to circumvent relevant provisions of the law to perpetuate electoral fraud. Peter Ogban, a
Professor of soil science has just been sentenced to 3 years imprisonment by Akwa Ibom
State High Court for manipulation of election results.81
The 2019 General elections in Nigeria was held on a faulty foundation. One would have
expected the President to have signed the Electoral Act (Amendment) Bill 2018 into law so
as to afford the Independent National Electoral Commission adequate tools with which to
conduct a free, fair and credible election and thereby prove to the world that Nigeria is
serious about democratization. However, this was not done and so the violence, thuggery,
vote buying and other forms of malpractices that characterized the elections across the
state were expected.82
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A case that readily comes to mind in proof of the imperfection of the electoral system is
the last gubernatorial election in Imo State where the candidate of the People’s Democratic
Party, Emeka Ihediogha was declared winner of the election. The victory was however
overturned by the Supreme Court and the candidate of the All progressive Congress,
Uzodinma who took fourth position in the election was declared the winner of the said
election.83 More worrisome is the fact that Hope Uzodinma earlier contended that the
election was invalid by reason of non-compliance with the provisions of the Electoral Act
2010 (as amended) whereupon he prayed that a supplementary election be held in the 388
disputed polling units where he claimed his votes were cancelled. Ridiculously, the votes
upon which Uzodinma was declared as the winner of the election were 129,340 in excess
of the number of voters accredited for the election. This convincingly points to the
imperfections in our electoral system.
The Electoral Act is bereft of provisions accommodating recent technological innovations
that permit electronic voting during elections and transmission of the results electronically.
Until the Act is amended and provisions are made to allow for electronic voting and
transmission of result is captured, credible elections will continue to elude us.
(b) The Act Authentication Act, 1962
Furthermore, the Act Authentication Act 1962 is no longer detailed and comprehensive
enough to deal with concepts like ‘budget padding’ which refers to the unscrupulous
insertion of outrageous figures into the budget without legislative approval by legislative
staff in connivance with members of the National Assembly.
(c) The Interpretation Act, 1964
The Interpretation Act, 1964 is outdated and spent because it has been left behind by
changes in language, drafting styles and conventions. Drafting in Plain language, genderneutral drafting and other developments in the field of legislating drafting have rendered it
anachronistic.
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(d) The Electric Power Reform Act, 2005
The electricity situation in the country is quite appalling despite the subsisting Electric
Power Reform Act, 200584. The Act has been implemented for over sixteen years with
several billions of naira expended, yet the country has not been able to enjoy steady power
supply implying that there is something needed to be done on the Act to make it effective
for the achievement of its lofty objectives.
The Electricity Power Sector Reform Act, 2005 contains far-reaching provisions to ensure
constant electricity supply in the country, but certain necessary provisions that would have
helped in curbing electricity theft were omitted either as result of human frailty or
inadequate research or consultation at the time of formulating the policy and its translation
to legislation.
There are more other laws whose provisions are no longer realistic. For example, the
Decimal Currency Act, 197185 Dangerous Drugs Act, 193586, Diplomatic Immunities and
privileges Act, 196287, Flags of Nigerian Ships Act, 196888. Geneva Conventions Act, 196089,
Act Authentication Act, 196290, Interpretation Act,196491, Harmful Waste (Special Criminal
Provisions, etc) Act, 198892, Hire Purchase Act, 196893, Labour Act 197194, Piers Act, 191795
and a host of other Acts are overdue for review and possible reform.
8. The Nexus between Post Legislative Scrutiny and Effective Legislation
There is an inextricable connection between Post Legislative Scrutiny and Effective
Legislation. As earlier stated in this study, effective legislation has defied several
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interventions geared towards achieving it in the past. The search for ‘Effective Legislation’
is still ongoing considering the fact that Legislation cannot remain effective for eternity
notwithstanding how best it was drafted.
Human frailty and other shortcomings do not permit correct anticipation of all unforeseen
circumstances that may subsequently crop up. There is no super human in the field of
legislative drafting to foresee every future circumstance and make provisions in the
legislation to accommodate them. Effectiveness of legislation is relative. Legislation that is
effective today might not be effective tomorrow consequent upon inevitable changes in the
society. Societal changes cause distortion or incursion in legislation thereby creating gaps
or loopholes in the legislation and make it ineffective.
Post-Legislative Scrutiny is an imperative necessity for the effectiveness of legislation in all
ramification. Every drafting error committed at the time of drafting as result of drafting by
non-professionals, vagueness of words, ambiguity, inconsistencies, contradictions,
unforeseen circumstances and unintended consequences that crop up subsequent to the
enactment of the legislation can be corrected at the time of the review. Implementation
problems can also be identified and corrected at review by means of amendment of the
legislation or any other necessary means of law reform to make it effective.
Legislation can never remain effective for eternity due to changes in society and as such
Post-Legislative Scrutiny which is the process of streamlining, modernizing and improving
the applicable laws within the legal system so as to attune them to the zeitgeist96 of the time
and the prevailing norms in the society is a sure mechanism for the effectiveness of
legislation. Through the instrumentality of Post-Legislative Scrutiny, new social, economic
and political orders are established. It provides a leeway for addressing the imbalances and
injustices inherent in the society.
Even if effective legislation is achieved by reason of clarity, precision, unambiguity and the
capacity to produce the desired result at the time of enactment, the effectiveness will be
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short-lived without Post-Legislative Scrutiny subsequent to the enactment and
implementation of the legislation. The law must change at the same pace with the society.
Legislation well-arranged and structured, properly punctuated and written in plain language
and gender-neutral drafting with all other ingredients of effective legislation observed at the
time of enactment still need to be subjected to Post-Legislative Scrutiny for effectiveness.
Post-Legislative Scrutiny starts from law review and ends with any of the means of law
reform among which are repeals, amendments, modifications, creation of new laws,
consolidation and codification.97
The solution to the problem of spent, outdated and anachronistic legislation apparently lies
in socio-economic and politically informed Post-Legislative Scrutiny.
Based on the above, it is the view of the researcher that the conduct of Post-Legislative
Scrutiny is the sure-fire to effectiveness of legislation and as such should be adopted in
Nigeria as a parliamentary practice because of its functionality with respect to law reform.
It works well in countries where it is utilized as a parliamentary practice for the regular
review and possible reform of necessary laws for effectiveness.
9. Conclusion
The study examined the concept of Post Legislative Scrutiny and its capacity of being a
mechanism for effective legislation. Upon review of relevant literature and cursory
examination of considerable large number of Nigerian legislation, the researcher observed
that legislation cannot be effective in perpetuity irrespective of the professionalism infused
into the drafting of it. The observance of global best legislative drafting theories and
conventions, in addition to compliance with grammatic and punctuation rules will not
insulate it from distortions and incursions by subsequent unintended consequences and
societal changes. Unintended consequences, technological advancement and other societal
changes will inescapably cause distortions in the legislation and consequently reduce the
regulatory or deterrent capacities of the legislation to make it ineffective with respect to
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the achievement of targeted legal objectives or remedying of targeted mischiefs. Deterrent
penalties at the time of the enactment of the legislation will diminish in their deterrent
values at the long passage of time owing to inflation if not reformed through the
instrumentality of Post-legislative Scrutiny in due course to accommodate omissions,
correction of contradictions, ambiguities and unintended consequences.
It is impossible to anticipate everything and have all the necessary information about a
matter at the time of drafting and enacting legislation. Human frailty and other shortcomings
do not permit correct anticipation of all unforeseen circumstances that may subsequently
crop up. There is no super human in the field of drafting to foresee every future
circumstance and make provisions in the legislation to accommodate it. Policy makers and
legislative drafters cannot ever have complete information to produce an airtight error free
legislation within the time frame of drafting and enacting the legislation. This inability to get
enough and accurate input from those who will be affected by the Bill and those that have
the responsibility for implementation contributes to lack of information within the time
frame of drafting and enacting the legislation.
Post-legislative Scrutiny which is a systematic evaluation of legislation is an imperative
necessity for the effectiveness of legislation in all ramification. Every drafting error
committed at the time of drafting as result of drafting by non-professionals, vagueness of
words, and ambiguity can be corrected at the time of the review. Implementation problems
can also be identified and corrected at review by means of amendment of the legislation or
any other necessary means of law reform.
Therefore, for a piece of legislation to be effective with respect to achieving its targeted
objectives or correcting its targeted mischiefs, it should be subjected to systematic
evaluation to determine its effectiveness or not and where necessary reform it to
synchronise with current realities. On this score, the research proffers the following
recommendations:
The Senate and the House of Representatives in the National Assembly should establish
Special Joint Standing Committee to take full responsibility to conduct comprehensive Post-
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Legislative Scrutiny on all deserving legislation that were enacted by the National Assembly
for the purpose of making amendment where necessary to synchronize them with current
realities. The Joint Standing Committee should equally serve as a gateway where every
proposed Bill should be subjected to serious analysis and scrutiny to determine its necessity
or otherwise by examining the proposed Bill to see whether there is an existing law that
can be merely amended to accommodate the proposed provisions in the new Bill so as not
to proliferate legislation in the law books.
The National Assembly may, in the alternative, designate the National Institute for
Legislative and Democratic Studies (NILDS) as a Post-Legislative Scrutiny Unit and saddle
it with the responsibility to conduct Post-Legislative Scrutiny on necessary legislation
regularly to determine the effectiveness of such legislation to achieve the targeted
objectives and make necessary recommendation to the National Assembly for possible
legislative action. This is a viable option because the National Institute for Legislative and
Democratic Studies (NILDS) is a statutory body established with the sole purpose of
providing legislative support services and capacity strengthening to the legislature in Nigeria
and beyond.
Triggers of Post-Legislative Scrutiny such as review or sunset clauses should be inserted in
our legislation henceforth to prompt Post-Legislative Scrutiny at the expiry of the duration
stipulated in the legislation to move away from the era of crisis driven review of legislation.
Memorandum of implementation be caused to be submitted by Ministers whose area of
operation are covered by a particular legislation within a stipulated period. This does not
however mean that the legislature must necessarily wait for the expiration of the stipulated
review period when there are compelling reasons to review as technological advancement
and other societal changes would always create loopholes and other unintended
consequences in the legislation and make it ineffective as time goes on.
The recommendations proffered above will substantially address the problem of
ineffectiveness of legislation in Nigeria. Nigeria should borrow a leaf from advanced
democracies by regularly and consistently subjecting her legislation to Post-Legislative
Scrutiny as functionality is the test of transferability of practices in other countries. The
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world is now a global village and as such no country can effectively immune itself from the
happenings in other countries.
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Since Pakistan is a party to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, so that it is under legal obligation for
the domestic implementation of International Humanitarian Law (IHL) not only during an
International armed conflict (IAC) but also in non-international armed conflict (NIAC). The article
articulates that there are several continuous national security threats in Pakistan. The country is
coping with NIACs in different areas which require a legal framework and effective enforcement
mechanisms for the domestic application of IHL to protect fundamental rights and to strengthen
the administration of justice. The Article examines the lack of IHL awareness and legal framework
in Pakistan to mitigate the effects of armed conflicts. To prove the hypothesis doctrinal legal
research methodology is applied by utilizing primary and secondary legal sources. It considers IHL,
domestic legislation, scholarly work, legal provisions implemented in modern democracies, and
internationally recognized principles to explore by explaining, comparing, analyzing, and illustrating
in an organized form of the facts starting challenges for IHL in Pakistan. The targeted data is to
be collected through legal enactments, books, manuals, articles of scholars, as well as certified
reports of national and international institutions. Finally, the study concludes that it is a need of the
hour to promote domestic compliance of IHL by implementing express legal provisions by keeping
in view the Geneva Conventions and customary rules of IHL to alleviate violations of fundamental
rights and to strengthen the administration of justice in Pakistan.
Key Words: Domestic Application, Geneve Conventions, International Humanitarian Law, Law of
International and Non-International Armed Conflicts.
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1. Introduction
Providing a legal framework for the domestic compliance of IHL is the legal obligation of
states signatory to the Geneva Conventions (GC) of 1949 and its Additional Protocols (AP)
of 1977.100 It is required that the material process be taken at the state level to respect IHL
by adopting a legal framework, even in peacetime. It is to guarantee that state authorities,
the armed forces, international organizations comprehend, the guidelines, that the actual
measures are undertaken and abuses of IHL are disallowed, and the framework existed to
penalized when they take place.101 These actions are important to confirm that the law is
working. To organize this meritorious organization among several government units, the
armed forces and civil society is compulsory.102 As the Islamic Republic of Pakistan has
ratified the Geneva Conventions of 1949, therefore, it is the responsibility of Pakistan for
the effective domestic implementation of IHL.103 So for approximately 101 states have
established national committees and similar bodies on IHL excluding Pakistan.104 There are
multifarious and overlapping armed conflicts in Pakistan since its independence.105 Pakistan
started armed operations in 2002 against terrorists, foreign fighters, and non-state actors
100

101

102

103

104

105

Geneva Convention I for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces
in the Field, 1949.
See Also Geneva Convention II for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and
Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea 1949. ; Geneva Convention III Relative to the Treatment
of Prisoners of War (adopted 12 August 1949) (Geneva Convention III) Art 29 1949. ; Geneva
Convention IV Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Times of War 1949.
‘Geneva Convention II for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked
Members of Armed Forces at Sea’, 6 U.S.T. 3217 § 49 (1949), https://ihldatabases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/INTRO/370?OpenDocument.
International Committee of Red Cross, Domestic Implementation of International Humanitarian Law A
Manual (2015) <https://www.icrc.org/en/publication/dvd40-domestic-implementation-internationalhumanitarian-law-cd-version-including-links>.
Muhammad Haroon Khan Muhammad Tahir Malik, ‘Establishment of National IHL Committee by High
Contracting Party under Geneva Conventions of 1949: Case of Pakistan and the Islamic Outlook’ 3, no.
Issue: 2 (n.d.): 1–6.
‘Table of National Committees and Other National Bodies on International Humanitarian Law’
<https://www.icrc.org/en/document/table-national-committees-and-other-national-bodies-internationalhumanitarian-law> accessed 29 March 2021.
ICRC, ‘The War Report: Armed Conflicts in 2018 | Rulac’ International Humanitarian Law
<https://www.rulac.org/news/the-war-report-armed-conflicts-in-2018> accessed 29 March 2021.
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hiding in its tribal areas.106 In 2004, Pakistan launched military offensives against fighters
alleged to be associated with al-Qaeda near its Afghan border.107 Pakistan army launched
operation Rah-e-Rast (May 2009), operation, operation Rah-e-Nijat (June 2009), and Zarbe-Azb (June 2014), against various non-state armed groups and terrorists. The military is
also engaged in many conflicts. The law enforcement and civil armed forces are cooping
against anti-state activities and dogmatic violence.108 Violent acts of extremism in schools
and other areas are witnessed. In this situation of disturbance, it is necessary to realize the
IHL implementation. It would be favorable to incorporate IHL and to expand Pakistan's
compliance with IHL obligations.109 Due to the persistent and diverse nature of the armed
conflict, various issues regarding IHL have arisen. According to Internal Displacements
Monitoring, 2010-2014, around 25 million individuals were displaced by insurgency, antiterrorism operations, and other interrelated violence in Pakistan.110 Human Development
Index ranked Pakistan 152 out of 189 countries.111 The situation becomes worse because
of the limited domestic implementing of IHL. The importance of the domestic application
of IHL increases while defining how to counter the violence.
Due to these armed conflicts, and by the ratification of the Geneva Conventions of 1949
and the customary rule of IHL, Pakistan is under a direct obligation to take legislative
measures for the implementation of IHL into domestic law.112
Common Art. (1) of GCs I-IV, Art. (1) Additional Protocol (AP) I, the state parties
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‘Who Are the Pakistani Taliban? - CNN’ <https://edition.cnn.com/2012/10/17/world/asia/pakistantaliban-profile/index.html> accessed 29 March 2021.
‘Pakistan Profile - Timeline’ BBC News (4 March 2019) <https://www.bbc.com/news/world-south-asia12966786> accessed 29 March 2021.
Niaz Shah, ‘War Crimes in the Armed Conflict in Pakistan’ (2010) 33 Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 283.
Maira Sheikh and Moghees Khan, ‘Understand International Humanitarian Law: A Primer on IHL and
Pakistan’s Domestic Law’ (Social Science Research Network 2016) SSRN Scholarly Paper ID 2958928
<https://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=2958928> accessed 14 May 2020.9.
‘Global Estimates 2015: People Displaced by Disasters | IDMC’, accessed 29 March 2021,
https://www.internal-displacement.org/publications/global-estimates-2015-people-displaced-by-disasters
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undertake to ensure all measures comply with conventions in all circumstances. By Art. (1),
(2), to AP I the state parties to the GCs in conflict are under obligation to take all required
measures for the accomplishment of their obligations under GCs. To date, Pakistan has
implemented IHL to some extent by Geneva Convention Implementing (Amendment) Act,
1963 and different scattered provisions in several laws that have been interpreted and
applied accordingly to deal IHL related issues, i.e., The Prisons Act, 1894 and The Prisoners
Act, 1900 that covers Art. 13, 14, 15, 16 and Art. 25–28 for food, quarters, clothing, Art.
29–32 for hygiene and medical attention of GC (III) related to the General protection of
war prisoners. Similarly, the Anti-terrorism Act 1997, Police Order 2002, the Prevention
of Electronic Crimes Act, 2016, Pakistan Army (Amendment) Act 2017, Actions (in Aid for
Civil Power) Regulation, 2011 have been interpreted and applied to deal with IHL related
cases. Nevertheless, it is evident that the significant sections of the GCs, providing for grave
breaches, have not yet been domesticated. As per the state responsibility under Art. 49,
paragraph 1 of the Geneva Convention I, high contracting parties undertake to contemplate
the grave breaches as crimes in domestic legislation.
Moreover, newly implemented laws are in direct contravention of general principles of
protection, discrimination, judicial and fundamental guarantees as enshrined in Geneva
Conventions. Protection of Pakistan Act section 15 and 5 (5) reversed the presumption of
innocence, section 9 legalizes secret detention, and section 10 empowers the special courts
to restrict the right to a public trial, these provisions are in contravention of fundamental
principles, disciplinary and judicial guarantees and rights of prisoners/detainees provided
under IHL.
Intended for the effective domestic implementation of IHL, Pakistan is required to amend
the criminal law to punish war crimes,113 to translate GC I-IV into the national language114,
to provide awareness of IHL as commonly as probable in the armed forces and public,115 to
113
114
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Geneva Convention I.
‘Geneva Convention I for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces
in
the
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31
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‘Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I’, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 § 87 (2) (1977).
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suppress all violations of IHL, particularly to guarantee that public and property secured by
the law is appropriately identified, to regulate the formation, regulation of red crescent
societies, national red cross committee, and other voluntary aid societies to ensure that
protected individuals during armed conflicts enjoy fundamental judicial guarantees.116 It is
obligatory to take all measures to stop the misapplication of the red crescent, the red cross,
and other signs and emblems mentioned in GCs.117 Likewise, Pakistan is also required to
appoint and train persons for IHL,118 particularly to warrant the existence of legal experts
and advisors in the armed forces,119 setting up neutralized zones, hospital zones, and
demilitarized zones.120
Several countries have taken steps to support domestic compliance with IHL. Presently,
approximately 60 states have bodies to deal with cases related to IHL. Belgium has very
effectively made provisions in the implementation and further growth of IHL.121 It has
promptly addressed the problem of accusing and prosecuting grave breaches of the GCs. It
has established an inter-ministerial commission for humanitarian law in 1952, for the
identification and coordination of national measures to implement these new international
legal instruments122.
Accordingly, the Philippines Republic Act No. 95 was implemented to ensure the domestic
implementation of IHL.123 It provided for the incorporation of the Philippine National Red
Cross, for the assistance of the obligations outlined in the GCs. In 2009 Republic Act No.
9851 was enacted, it was a step forward for IHL in the Philippines that provided for crimes
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‘Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I’, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 § 17, 81 (1977).
‘Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I’, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 § 18 (8) (1977).
‘Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I’, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 § 6 (1977).
‘Geneva Conventions Additional Protocol I’, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 § 82 (1977).
‘Geneva Convention IV Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Times of War’, 6 U.S.T. 3516
§ 14 (1949), https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/applic/ihl/ihl.nsf/INTRO/380.
Frédéric Casier and Alix Janssens, ‘Belgium’s Interministerial Commission for Humanitarian Law: Playing
a Key Role in the Implementation and Promotion of IHL’ (2015) 1 International Review of the Red Cross
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Republic Act No. 95 Act to incorporate the Philippine National Red Cross, 1979Republic Act No. 95
Act to incorporate the Philippine National Red Cross, 1979 2018..
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against genocide, IHL, and humanity.124 It gave IHL accuracy and immediacy in the
Philippines. It categorizes specific violations of IHL.125
It also provided for emblem protection by the Republic Act No. 10530.126 Further, it is the
best example of domestic legislation that covers both the International Armed Conflict
(IAC) and NIAC.
2. Significance of the study
IHL comprises rules, for humanitarian grounds, that pursue to eradicate the effects of armed
conflict. This research work was shaped for the assistance of domestic stakeholders i.e.,
common people, policymakers, members of the legislature, armed forces, judiciary, law
enforcement, and academicians, etc.). It develops an understanding to take measures for
the implementation of a legal framework of IHL in the domestic jurisdiction. It is intending
to strengthen Pakistan's compliance for the fulfillment of its obligations towards IHL and to
draw clearer strategies for the armed forces, law enforcement, and civil armed Forces
engaged in law enforcement, security, and military operations. The mode of the organization
of the following chapters reveals not only the total application of IHL but a limited selection
of appropriate legal rules and customary rules. Altogether, this research work proposes to
be a comprehensible overview to construct the capability of a domestic audience. For this
purpose, relevant provisions of domestic law were scrutinized to ease apprehensions for
the compatibility of domestic legislation with IHL. This paper is not only an absolute legal
analysis of the related legislation but also an applied instrument for the introduction of IHL
concepts into the domestic context. It should thus prompt further exploration of IHL, its
application within Pakistan, and the improvement of domestic compliance with its
provisions.
3. Violations of IHL due to Lack of Legal Framework in Pakistan
State parties to GCs have undertaken the responsibility to implement IHL domestically.
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Philippine Act on Crimes Against International Humanitarian Law, Genocide, and Other Crimes Against
Humanity 2009.
ibid.
Philipnes-Red Cross and Other Emblems Act, 2013 2013.
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These measures are required to be taken by the legislature, government ministries, the
courts, military, or other institutions in a state. Professional, educational bodies, Red
Crescent Society, the national Red Cross, or other related voluntary organizations may
also have a role. At the international level, an International fact-finding commission an
international tribunal, and the criminal court was established under the 1998 Rome Statute.
But the primary obligation remains with states for efficiently applying the IHL127 .
4. Violations of Basic Principles of IHL
4.1. Indiscriminate Attacks against, Hors De Combat.
By common Art. 3 to the Geneva Conventions 1949. Pakistan is under an
obligation for the least standard to respect IHL and for humane treatment
without adverse differences of individuals not taking part or no longer active
in hostilities.128
Security forces of Pakistan have conducted several small and large military
operations against the militant groups in the tribal areas since 9/11.129 The
five hundred militants have been claimed to be killed by the Pakistan army in
the Bajaur operation on 26 September 2008. But no explanation was
provided.130 Lawyers, journalists, human rights activists, and other defenders
faced

intimidation,

threats,

harassment,

violence,

and

enforced

disappearance accusing them of being “anti-Pakistan”, “anti-Army” and “anti-
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Christopher Harland, ‘The Domestic Implementation and Application of International Humanitarian Law
Norms’ ICRC Advisory Service on IHL, Geneva, Switzerland 2.
David Elder, ‘The Historical Background of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Convention of 1949’
(1979) 11 Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law 37.
Naeem Ahmed, ‘Pakistan’s Counter-Terrorism Strategy and Its Implications for Domestic, Regional and
International Security’.
Niaz Shah, ‘War Crimes in the Armed Conflict in Pakistan’ (2010) 33 Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 283.
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Islam”.131 UNHCR reported that the UN refugee agency registered 50,000
afghan refugees that were to return to Afghanistan.132
4.2. Infliction of Unnecessary Suffering
Despite Pakistan’s express obligation towards the implementation and
adoption of minimum humanitarian principles, war crimes by Pakistan forces,
indiscriminate killing, forced disappearance, extra-judicial killing and soldier
abuse, injustice and unfair trial to combatants have been reported. Various
journalists and NGOs became the victim of intimidation, harassment, and
surveillance by the Government.133
Since 2002, different operations were initiated in the tribal areas against
fighters, it has been given the impact that the security forces of Pakistan are
in a war for the safety of Pakistan and the indirect message was that every
action taken shall not be objected to.134 Serious violations during
counterterrorism operations, including torture, enforced disappearances,
and extrajudicial killings have been witnessed. Suspects were frequently
apprehended without any charge or tried without due process.
Counterterrorism legislation also continued to be abused as political
coercion and silencing dissenting voices.135 It was reported by the IDMC
there were 2 million IDPs registered in Pakistan as of 2014.
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4.3. Failure to adopt key Legislative Measures
Under Geneva Convention II, Art. 50, Geneva Convention I, Art. 49, and
Geneva Convention III, Art, 129 states are required to implement domestic
legislation regarding the prevention of grave breaches provided under the
Geneva Conventions. Pakistan has failed to adopt key legislative measures to
fulfill its obligation towards IHL. Pakistan has no such legal framework.
4.4. Wrongful Application of Laws to IHL
To cover the deficiency of domestic legal framework relating to IHL, Pakistan
has applied general criminal laws of the state for the prosecution of IHL
related cases. The short title, local extent, statement of object, and reasons
for such applied legislation does not warrant its application beyond its
extent. It is also against the rule of interpretation to apply any law to a
subject beyond its object expressly stated in its title. 137 That’s the major
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reason Pakistan has no special procedural laws to try IHL cases, which always
cause a miscarriage of justice.
4.5. Denial of Basic Human Rights and Violations of the Principle of
Humanity
Including IHL Pakistan is also a signatory to IHRL core Instruments, ICCPR,
and UDHR that guarantee basic human rights but arbitrary detention,
torture, ill-treatment, unlawful transfer to other countries has been seen in
Pakistan.138
4.6. Denied Access to Justice
Under Geneva Convention I, Art. 49, Geneva Convention II, Art. 50 and
Geneva Convention Art. 93 the state parties are under obligation to provide
the right to proper trial and defense. Protection of Pakistan Act Sections 15
and 5 (5) of the Act reverse the presumption of innocence, section 9 of the
Act legalize secret detention, and section 10 empowered the special courts
to restrict the right to a public trial.
4.7. Fair Trial Denial
The common Art. 3 to Geneva Conventions 1949 and Art. 6(2) of Additional
Protocol II of 1977 to Geneva Conventions have guaranteed the sentences
and the executions by a competent regularly constituted court. The accused
were provided the right to be judged by an impartial, independent, and
regularly established court without undue delay. The rights of defense, the
right to communicate freely with legal counsel were recognized. IHL also
protected the right to be presumed innocent.
In Pakistan, Right to Fair Trial was incorporated as a fundamental right in
2010, however, its protection is not in accordance with international
138

‘Pakistan: Human Rights Ignored in the “War on Terror”’ (Amnesty International 2006) Human Rights
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standards. In Pakistan, Army courts were established for two years in 2015
by Pakistan Army (Amendment) Act, 2015.139 This was further extended by
the (Army Amendment) Act, 2017. In the meantime, the recently organized
system of “military justice” of Pakistan should be purely in line with
constitution of Pakistan and international commitments to respect the right
to life, the right to a fair trial. The impartiality and independence of the
judicial prosecution of war crimes, the speedy trial required to be ensured
to prevent acts hindering the security of Pakistan.140
It was reported by the International Commission of Jurists that since January
2015, 12 civilians have been sentenced to death by military courts and were
executed. On 02 December 2015 four civilians, namely Hazrat Ali, Mujeebur
Rehman, Maulvi Abdus Salam, and Sabeel alias Yahya, in Kohat Jail were
hanged by Military Court.141 Right to Public trials or public hearings is not
guaranteed by the Pakistani Army Act 1952 either in courts-martial or in
appeals. Military Courts in Pakistan violate Art. 84 of Geneva Convention III,
Art. 6(2) of the Additional Protocol II, Art. 75(4) of the Additional Protocol
I, Art. 6(1) of the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights, Art. 14(1)
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Art. 6, 7, 8,
11 of Universal Declaration of Human Rights providing for access to justice,
fair and public trial.
4.8. Degrading and Inhuman Treatment
Police and other security agencies are involved in torture and cruel, inhuman,
or degrading treatment. Extra-Judicial killings in police custody are common.
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The juvenile has been seen on death row.
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Human Rights continuously

violated by armed forces, furthermore arbitrary detention, extrajudicial
killing, enforced disappearances torture, and other ill and degrading
treatment, existed without any impartial mechanisms to investigate and bring
offenders to justice.143
5. National Implementation of IHL in Pakistan
Though there is no express legislation or any special enactment regarding IHL domestic
application in Pakistan. However, there are several provisions from different laws that
reflect the application of humanitarian principles in the conduct of hostilities and the law
enforcement paradigm.
Domestic Legislation

Relevant Section and

Relevant IHL

Subject
1. Pakistan
1860.

Penal

Code, 1. Sec.339, 364(a), 375 PPC 1. Customary IHL (CIHL)
Wrongful

restraint,

Wrongful Confinement,
Rape.
2. Sec. 370 and 371 PPC
Prohibition of Slavery.
3. Sec. 436 PPC offenses
against

property

(mischief).
4. Sec. 300, 302 PPC

142

143
144

Rule, 93, 95, and 96.144
2. The GCs and AP I lay
down
accused

that
of

persons
"grave

breaches" under Geneva
Conventions and AP must
be searched by the state
parties.
(GC-I, Art. 49

UN Human Rights Committee and JPP-Justice Project Pakistan; OMCT-World Organisation Against
Torture; Reprieve, ‘Pakistan: Alternative Report to the Human Rights Committee’ (Justice Project
Pakistan (JPP) World Organisation Against Torture (OMCT) 2016) Human Rights
<https://www.ecoi.net/en/document/1317319.html> accessed 2 September 2020.
‘The Amnesty International Report 2017’ (n 32).
Jean-Marie Henckaerts and Louise Doswald-Beck, ‘Customary International Humanitarian Law - ICRC’
(00:00:00.0) </eng/resources/documents/publication/pcustom.htm> accessed 2 September 2020.
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GC-II, Art. 50
GC-III, Art. 129
GC-IV, Art. 146 and
AP I, Art. 85, para. 1).
3. Art. 50, 51, 147 GC-IV,
Prohibit Willful Torture,
Torture,
2. Criminal Procedure Code

or

inhumane

treatment, wilfully causing

1898

great

suffering

respectively.

3. Geneva

Convention 1. Section 2 The Geneva 5. GC-1 Art. 38-43, 53

Implementation

Convention implementing

GC-IV Art. 18,20,21,22

(Amendment) Act, 1963

(amendment) Act, 1963

AP I, Art. 8, 9, 18

(Act XXI of 1963) was
enacted

primarily

to

prohibit the use of the red
cross and red crescent
emblem

without

valid

permission. It mentioned
prohibition under Section
2.
4. Prisons Act, 1894

1. Chapter IV, VIII, and IX 1. GC-III relative to the
treatment

with

the

Treatment of Prisoners of

Prisoners

War, Art. 13, 14, 15, 16

There is no special law in

and

Pakistan for the protection

(Quarters,

or treatment of prisoners

clothing),

Art.

25–28
food,

Art.

and
29–32
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of war (POWs). However,

(Hygiene

and

medical

Regulation III of 1818, the

attention) related to the

Prisons Act, 1894, the

General

Prisoners Act, 1900, and

prisoners of war.

protection

of

the Prisons Rules, 1978
have been used to provide
legal protection to POWs.
Prisoners Rules Extends to
State Prisoners.

5. Anti-Terrorism Act, 1997 1. Section 4 armed forces GC-IV
(XXVII of 1997).

Relative

to

the

to function in aid of civil protection of civilians in
power.

time of war of 12 August

2. Section 5 provided for 1949.
the use of force by the
armed forces and civil
armed forces and the
arrest of terrorists.
3. Section 19(10) deals with
the

terrorist

investigations, trial

case
by

ATA Court.
6. The Police Order, 2002

1. Police Order deals with Art. 3, GC- IV
the duties of police.
2. Section 37 provided for
the district public safety
commission and police
complaint

Relative to the protection
of civilian persons in times
of war.

commission.
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Chapter XVII deals with
the

repression

of

transgressions by police
officers, in particular Art.
156

to

158

provide

judicial guarantees for any
violation

and

their

punishment.

7. Protection
Act 2014.

of

Pakistan 1. Section 2 clauses (a) and GC-III Art. 3 and 89,
(b) of the Act define
armed forces.

GC-IV Art 122.

2. Section 2 (d) describes
the word ‘militant’.
3. Section 3 provides that
Precautionary measures
are required before the
use

of

force

against

persons deemed to be
committing the offenses
in Schedule I of this Act.
4. Section

5

requires

persons arrested to be
brought

before

a

magistrate

within

24

hours and Section 6
provides

for

requirement

the
of

preventive detention.
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10 Pakistan

Army 1. Pakistan Army Act 1952, Art. 11, 14, 17, 20, 38 of

(Amendment) Act 2017

Section 2 provides for Geneva

Conventions

raising arms or waging Additional Protocol (1977).
war against Pakistan, or
attack

on

enforcement

law
agencies,

Armed Forces, or attack
any

civil

or

military

installations, etc., and to
cause

terror

or

insecurity in Pakistan or
outside Pakistan.
2. Section 2 (iv) (e) of the
amended Pakistan Army
Act 1952 as amended
further

provides

judicial

for

fundamental

guarantees

in

this

process. It provides the
right of the accused to
appoint counsel of his
choice for trial under this
Act. If due to any reason
the

accused

cannot

employ a legal counsel,
the concerned authority
at its discretion may
provide legal aid at state
expenses.
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11 The Constitution of the 1. Art. 8, 25 of the Pakistan Art. 1, AP I.
Islamic

Republic

of

Pakistan 1973.

Constitution deals with
fundamental rights,
2. Art. 9 Security of Person
3. Art. 10-A It provides the
right to a fair trial and
due process.
4. Art. 10 Safeguard as to
arrest and detention.
5. Art. 14 Provides for the
inviolability of dignity of
man.

12 . Actions (in Aid for Civil 1. Actions (in Aid for Civil Art. 2, 3, 4, 28, 29, 50, 53
Power) Regulation, 2011

Power) Regulation 2011,
promulgated on 27 June
2011 in Pakistan.
2. Section 4 contains both
preventive

GC

relative

protection

to
of

the
civilian

persons in time of war.

and

reactionary provisions as
regards the use of force.
It

provided

for

the

warning to civilians to
vacate the area and to
withdraw support for
miscreants

(i.e.

terrorists,

non-state

actors), to take special
measures with regards to
life and safety of women,
children, and old.
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3. Section 5 provides for
the

misuse

of

force

during actions in aid of
civil power.

13 National Commission on 1. Chapters I, II, and III of Art. 38, Convention on the
the Rights of the Child

the Act deal with the rights of the child.145 Art. 1

Act, 2017.

establishment
Commission

of
for

a to 13 optional protocol on
the the involvement of children

functions and tasks of the in armed conflict 2000.146
Commission.
powers

These

include

examination

the
of

international
instruments,
review

periodical

of

existing

policies and programs on
child

rights,

and

proposing
recommendations
their

for

effective

implementation, among
others.
14 . Prevention of Electronic 1. Section
Crimes Act 2016.

145
146

offense,

9

glorify
person,

an Chapter IX, GC-III 1949,
or and optional protocol to

Convention on the Rights of the Child 1990.
Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in
Armed Conflict 2002.
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organization related to, or the convention on the
involved in, terrorism.

rights of the child, sale of

2. Section 10 criminalizes children, child prostitution,
cyber terrorism.

and pornography.

3. Section 10 B criminalizes
the

recruitment

and

planning for terrorism
and Section 19 penalizes
child pornography.
4. Chapter
provide

III

and

for

establishment

IV
the

of

an

investigation agency and
chapter IV lays out the
procedure

for

prosecuting the offenses
under this Act.
15 Criminal

Law

Section 2 amends Section Art. 27, GC-IV protection

(Amendment) (offenses

55 and provides for the of Civilian Persons in time

relating to rape) Act

death penalty for the of War.

2016.

offenses of rape, and
section 6 provides for
the

non-disclosure

identity

of

information

related to rape victims.
6. State Obligations for the Domestic Implementation of IHL
The commitment to respect the Geneva Conventions ensures that the state must take all
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measures to safeguard the rules of IHL.147 According to statistics provided by ICRC, 196
countries are party to Geneva Conventions, 176 countries are party to the Additional
Protocol I, and 168 States are party to Additional Protocol II.148 Common Art. 1 to the GCs
creates an obligation to guarantee respect for the Conventions in all circumstances.149 States
have the primary responsibility for ensuring that IHL is implemented effectively inter alia
through national legislation.150 Pakistan has ratified Geneva Conventions, it is a signatory to
additional protocols, and the customary rule of IHL also applies in this regard. Therefore,
it has a direct obligation to take all necessary measures for the domestic application which
includes special domestic legislation related to IHL.
7. Conclusion
It is evident from this discussion that serious violations of IHL and domestic laws are
committed by different terrorist organizations, non-state actors, as well as law enforcement
agencies and security forces of Pakistan. On the other hand, Pakistan has ratified IHL core
instruments and under obligation for domestic legislation. Despite this fact, there is no
express legislation for the domestic application of IHL. The statement of object and reasons
of applied legislation does not warrant its application for IHL related cases. These laws
should not apply to the domestic application of IHL. Moreover, Pakistan has no national
IHL committee and other required organizations to fulfill its obligations. For the best
solution to deal diverse nature of the conflict, and to fulfill its obligation under GC I-IV, it
may be reasonably concluded that it is inevitable for Pakistan to implement a domestic Legal
framework of IHL, fully warranted and in compliance with the GCs.

147

148

149

150

Knut Dörmann and Jose Serralvo, ‘Common Article 1 to the Geneva Conventions and the Obligation
to Prevent International Humanitarian Law Violations’ (2014) 96 International Review of the Red Cross
707.
‘Annual Report ICRC’ (International Committee of Red Cross 2015) International Humanitarian Law
<https://www.icrc.org/en/annual-report> accessed 4 September 2020.
Carlo Focarelli, ‘Common Article 1 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions: A Soap Bubble?’ (2010) 21
European Journal of International Law 125.
Kathleen Hardy, ‘An Analysis of the Domestic Implementation of the Repression of Violations of
International
Humanitarian
Law’
(LLM,
University
of
Pretoria
2013)
<https://repository.up.ac.za/bitstream/handle/2263/30130/dissertation.pdf;sequence=1> accessed 6 May
2018.
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8. Recommendations
To achieve domestic compliance special laws are needed to be implemented. Alongside, it
is also necessary to make provisions for a special procedure and judicial mechanism. The
domestic legal framework should at least cover the following subjects;
1. Translation of IHL conventions and protocols into the national language(s)
2. The compulsory disseminating knowledge of IHL within the armed forces and the
common population.
3. The repression of grave breaches and punishment of war crimes.
4. The prevention of the misapplication of the Red Cross, the Red Crescent, and other
symbols and emblems.
5. The provision of fundamental and judicial guarantees.
6. The training of persons qualified in IHL, particularly legal advisors within the armed
forces.
7. To provide for the regulation and establishment for:
i.

A national committee of Red Cross and Red Crescent;

ii.

Organizations of civil defense.

8. Consideration of IHL during:
i.

Military objectives.

ii.

Developing weapons.

iii.

Adopting military tactics.

iv.

The institution of neutralized zones, hospital zones, and demilitarized
zones.

v.

The training and recruitment of persons.

vi.

The establishment of special (protective) structures.

vii.

The development of training and educational programs.

viii.

The introduction of (protective) planning and administrative procedures.
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Is Legislative Lobbying The Same as Bribery?
A Critical Analysis of the Proposal for Regulation of Lobbying In
Nigeria
Mrs. Isioma Ewelukwa

“The ethics and morality of lobbying are dual-edged. Lobbying is often
spoken of with contempt, when the implication is that people with inordinate
socioeconomic power are corrupting the law (twisting it away from fairness)
in order to serve their own interests. But another side of lobbying is making
sure that others’ interests are duly defended against others’ corruption,
or even simply making sure that minority interests are fairly defended against
mere tyranny of the majority and vice versa.”
- Dr. C. Kaduru1
"Lobbying
legislation
definition.
pejorative
and
benefits".

targeted at Legislators is the act of attempting to influence
and resolutions made by parliament. But that is only a theoretical
It is unfortunate that the term, ‘lobbying’, has come to acquire a
connotation, despite its many inherent
positive
-

Senator David Mark2

1Opinion: Influencing Policy: Where is our organised lobby?, article posted in Ynaija, an internet newspaper for young
Nigerians, 2013. http://www.ynaija.com/opinion-influencing-policy-where-is-our-organised-lobby/
2 Comment made at a conference on party politics and lobbying at Abuja on 12/11/2012 reported in an article on Frontiers
News online titled “Lobbying Legislators is Legal, says Mark” accessed on 17/03/2015 at
http://www.frontiersnews.com/NG/?p=2880
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Several attempts have been made to introduce a law regulating legislative lobbying 3
in Nigeria but these attempts have previously been unsuccessful. In early 2013, the
lobbying bill was introduced at the National Assembly but not passed into law. In 2016,
the discourse was reopened at the 8th Senate with the introduction of a new lobbying
bill sponsored by Senator Dino Melaye titled “Bill for an Act for the Regulation and
Registration of Lobbyists in Nigeria and for other matters connected therewith, 2016”.
Unfortunately, the bill has been stuck in the Senate since 2016. 4
The hesitation in the passage of this bill can be said to be as a result of the reservation
built around the idea of making lobbying legal because of the close resemblance it has
or can have to bribery and/or corruption. This reservation is not unique to Nigeria.
In developed countries with more advanced democracies, many citizens still view
legislative lobbying as just another name politicians and large multi-nationals use to
cover up their acts of bribing each other. 5 Critics of lobbying suggest that it's “bribery
in a suit”. 6 Others say lobbying is simply “regulated bribery”. 7 The closeness in
resemblance between the two concepts is because in many cases, even legitimate
lobbying involves the use of money as an instrument of influence, which situation
would call for a judgment of the motive behind the money exchange, whether it is
innocent lobbying or bribery simplicite.
In the United States and United Kingdom for instance, lobbyists often donate money
to the election campaign of politicians who support their cause or who they believe
or hope to support their cause/interests in future.8 It is difficult to say that such
“donations” to their campaign do not influence the politicians in a way that bribery
does, hence the question as to whether lobbying is not just another sophisticated way
by which politicians and other interested persons attempt to mask what is in itself
bribery
This paper attempts, to identify a distinction if any between the two concepts and
define that distinction. The aim of this is to possibly guide the law and policy makers
3 For purposes of this research work, the word “lobbying” would mean legislative lobbying.
4 Okekwe, I. S. and Okiche, E. L., Lobbying and Corruption: A Critical Analysis, Global Journal of Political Science and
Administration Vol.8, No.2, pp.46-60, May 2020, Published by ECRTD-UK Print ISSN: 2054-6335(Print), Online ISSN: 20546343(Online).
5For more see article on lobbying and bribery in the US in http://www.mmochampion.com/threads/1068070-What-s-the-difference-between-lobbying-and-bribing.
6Sahajwani .M.,The Differences between bribery and lobbying, Investopedia, September 5, 2012,
http://www.investopedia.com/financial-edge/0912/the-differences-between-bribery-and-lobbying.aspx .
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7What’s the difference between lobbying and bribing? MMO Champion Forum, sourced on 11/03/2015 at
http://www.mmo-champion.com/threads/1068070-What-s-the-difference-between-lobbying-and-bribing .
8Op. Cit.
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in the passage of the bill to ensure that their attempt to regulate lobbying does not
in itself create more problems than solutions by unintentionally creating a tool in
the hands of the corrupt to further their criminal acts.
Lobbying
Lobbying has been defined as
“…the timely, legal exercising of influence on political decision-making processes
in order to assert particular economic interests, more specifically by means
of information”9
Legislative lobbying in simple terms refers to efforts to influence government decisions
by individuals, firms or advocacy groups. 10Legislative lobbying also describes paid11
activity in which special interest groups argue for specific legislation in decision- making
bodies. In the United States, such special interest groups often hire well- connected,
professional advocates, often lawyers, to lobby on their behalf. 12A lobbyist,
according to the legal sense of the word, is therefore a professional, often a lawyer.13
Legislative lobbying also refers to any advocacy activity aimed at influencing a legislator’s
or law maker’s vote on specific legislation. Lobbying and advocacy are therefore very
closely related activities as while advocacy is where a group of persons in society
attempt to advance a particular cause through various means, lobbying is where
such a group attempts to further such a cause by influencing a lawmaker to
introduce or change the law relating to that area. Thus, legislative lobbying is advocacy
centred on changing or influencing the laws or policies of government.

9Müller &Zaugg, 2005, as sited by Jahansoozi J. in Lobbying within Nigeria, Behind the Scenes of the Presidential
Initiative on Cassava, accessed on-line on 15/03/2015 at
https://stratkomuncut.files.wordpress.com/2013/.../lobbying-in-nigeria
10Lobbying Disclosure Guidelines by Sunlight Foundation, accessed on-line on 11/03/2015 at
http://sunlightfoundation.com/lobbyingguidelines/
11 Note that it is not at all times or in all jurisdictions that lobbying involves payment. For instance, in the UK, any form of
payment of public officials is frowned upon and must be disclosed or else serious sanctions may follow.
12See Boundless. “Lobbyists and Special-Interest Groups.”Boundless Sociology. Boundless, 27 Jun. 2014.
Retrieved 08 Mar. 2015 from https://www.boundless.com/sociology/textbooks/boundless-sociologytextbook/government-15/the-u-s-political-system-116/lobbyists-and-special-interest-groups-647-7759/

13

Ibid.

3

Advocacy, on a wider note, involves a lot more than lobbying 14. It encompasses a broad
range of activities that involve identifying, embracing, and promoting a cause. It is an
effort to shape public perception to effect change that may or may not require changes
in the law. Advocacy is about using effective tools to create social change. Lobbying is
said to be only one of these tools.
In the US where it is legal and acceptable, legislative lobbying happens at every level
of government, including federal, state, county, municipal, and local governments. Pro
bono clients offer activities like fundraisers and awards ceremonies on neutral
territory to meet and socialize with local legislators. At these functions, they try
to convince and persuade legislators to buy in to their view on any particular issue
using convincing arguments and data, so that the legislators can vote in their favour on
laws or policy in that regard. This strictly speaking, is what legislative lobbying is about.

Some other acts that do not involve legislation but entail some form of persuasion,
however subtle, may not constitute legislative lobbying like where a non-profit
develops a public information campaign to raise awareness of the rise in childhood
obesity and in the campaign they recommend a variety of approaches to reverse this
trend15. This, it is said, would count merely as public education rather than lobbying.
Other examples are where a non-profit regularly creates and distributes briefs
describing policy barriers to improving end-of-life care to its state’s legislative
committees on health, insurance, and aging16. Or where a non-profit sends a
questionnaire about their priority issue to all the mayoral candidates in a local election
and published the received responses (unedited) in their newsletter or the
local paper.17 One can also have judicial advocacy where an organisation or group
files a class action suit to compel a state to reform or integrate public schools. All these
cases fall within the ambit of advocacy but become lobbying only when they involve
meeting with legislators and proposing a change in the laws or government policy or
where an advocacy group takes a position on specific pieces of legislation, particularly
pending legislation, and they take steps to advance such position.

14 Rengasamy S., Understanding Advocacy and Lobbying; Transforming Passion into Action, published in scribd.com
http://www.scribd.com/doc/13828772/Advocacy-Lobbying , 2009.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.

17

Ibid.
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Benefits of Legislative Lobbying
Legislative lobbying of itself, when done properly, is socially and politically healthy
especially for a democracy like Nigeria. It is an opportunity for citizens to engage with
the leaders, participate in governance and make their voice heard. It is an evidence of
a people-oriented and sensitive government which is a very important reputation for
a country boasting of running a truly democratic government. It is therefore important
for a country operating a democracy not to be seen as stifling its citizen’s rights to put
pressure on its law-makers who were democratically elected by them, to advance their
interests at any point in time.
An example of effective lobbying in Nigeria, though not yet formally recognised,is what is
called Presidential Initiatives or PIs such as the Presidential Initiative on Cassava (PIC)
which was launched in 2002 and involved a number of key stakeholders who
collaborated and lobbied President Chief Obasanjo to lend his support in order
to exploit untapped commercial opportunities linked to cassava beyond
traditional uses.18 The aims of the PIC were to enhance productivity and production
of cassava via increased cultivation area, the production of 37.5 million tons of
processed cassava annually for both internal and export markets and to generate US
$5 billion annually from exporting value added cassava products. 19This initiative was
brought about by well-meaning Nigerians lobbying the government to put necessary
mechanisms in place to fully maximize the potentials in the cassava industry.
For the Citizens:
Lobbying creates an opportunity for “ordinary” citizens to participate in law or policymaking. It promotes a more informed and engaged electorate, where citizens are able
to express pleasure or displeasure freely in relation to a law or policy and take active
steps to make any changes to it. Where this pleasure or displeasure is done in a formal
and legal setting, it becomes a valuable tool of expression by the citizens of a country.
For instance, in Nigeria, current issues such as corruption, police conduct, insecurity,
rights of persons living with disability, gay and lesbian rights and women and children
rights are issues which Nigerians go into heated debate on social media, radio and
television. Lobbying creates a formal opportunity for Nigerian citizens to actually meet
their legislators and provide facts and reasons why they should make (or not make)
laws in any particular way
18Some of these uses include the making of baking flour and “cassava bread”. See Jahansoozi J. in Lobbying within Nigeria,
Behind the Scenes of the Presidential Initiative on Cassava, accessed on-line on 15/03/2015 at
https://stratkomuncut.files.wordpress.com/2013/.../lobbying-in-nigeria

19Ibid.
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Lobbying in effect creates a sense of co-operation or bond between the leaders and
the led. Where the citizens lobby for the passage or non-passage of a law or for the
government to take certain action with regards to any law and the will of the people
is put in place, then the citizens feel like a relevant part of the system. This fosters a
sense of co-operation or working together and where a law is seen as an expression
of the will of the people, then it would easily command obeisance.
Also, in a state where lobbying is encouraged or acknowledged, the citizens are
empowered as they are able to take steps to influence their government to make
changes to laws where this is necessary. It gives citizens the opportunity to actively
participate in law-making, to educate themselves and be more enlightened.
Lobbying can be seen as an instrument of government accountability to the governed.
With advancements in technology and use of social media, lobbying as a form of
advocacy, has become a very powerful pressure tool indeed in the hands of citizens.
An example of this is the case of the Chibok women in Borno State whose children
(over 200) were kidnapped by the extremist Islamic group, boko haramin mid-2013.
When the women were of the impression that the Nigerian government was not doing
enough in the search for the girls, they began protests which were quickly picked up
by human rights groups in the country. With the help of social media, protests spanned
across the country and soon enough, Nigerians in major cities around the world like
Washington DC, London, China, began protests as well. Soon, it became an
international cause with people and celebrities all over the world placing “bring back
our girls” signs on their chests in support of the Chibok women. These protests forced
the US government and other countries to begin to offer and send aid to find the
girls.20 This power by “ordinary” citizens of a country to influence their government
and indeed the governments of other countries on any issue affecting their interests
is at the heart of the concept of lobbying and should be the focus of any attempt
to regulate it
For the Government:
Lobbying evidences a healthy democracy. It gives the government a measure of
credibility in the eyes of the people and indeed in the international community as a
government with integrity and that has the interests of its people at heart. Following
major controversy on the regulation of lobbying in the UK, the Chairman of the

20 For more on this see Okocha .C., “Nigeria: Chibok – Women Protesters Storm Abuja”, This Day, 27 th May,
2014, http://allafrica.com/stories/201405270439.html ,
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Commission on Civil Society and Democratic Engagement, Lord Harries of Pentregarth
said,
“In trying to ward off a hypothetical abuse of the electoral system the
Government is inflicting unnecessary and unenforceable regulation on
campaigning groups, who now play such a key role in keeping our democracy
alive.”21

Lobbying is therefore an important element of democracy as it evidences a listening,
responsive and responsible government; a government by the people and for the
people. For instance, when the Nigerian government passed the law banning samesex marriage, though there were many Nigerians who did not agree with different
aspects of the passage of that law22, the supporters of the law felt the government
was in tune with the culture and values of the Nigerian people and valued the people
in spite of international pressure to act otherwise. 23
More importantly, lobbying allows the government to tap into the wealth of research
and expert knowledge which the private individuals and lobby groups bring to the
decision-making process. The concept of “government” is not celestial and so is made
up of human beings who do not and cannot know it all or fully understand the feelings
of the citizens on every aspect of living. Thus in many cases, the government may not
have the level of awareness, knowledge, or expertise as ordinary citizens. They may
not also have the time or sufficient interest to do the needed research on certain
aspects of society that need to be regulated on. For instance, issues relating to
the environment like preservation of certain species of wildlife or wetlands or
environmental degradation are very important but are technical issues which
sometimes it takes the research and persistence of citizens who are directly affected
to motivate the government to take necessary action. The government would also
be able to rely on the research and expertise of citizens to make well-rounded and
informed decisions.
The assumption (in theory), therefore, is that lobbyists provide information on issues,
founded on extensive research and expertise to politicians. Lobbyists are in most cases
subject matter experts hired by companies, non-profit organisations, etc., to provide
21 See The Lobbying Act: Analysis of the law, and regulatory guidance recommendations, Commission on Civil Society and
Democratic Engagement, February 2014, accessed online on 18/03/2015 at http://civilsocietycommission.info/wpcontent/uploads/2014/02/Part-2-of-the-Lobbying-Act-analysis-and- guidance-recommendations.pdf
22See Nigeria passes law banning Homosexuality, The Telegraph Newspaper of 14/01/2014, accessed on line
on 16/03/2015 at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/nigeria/10570304/Nigeriapasses-law- banning-homosexuality.html
23Ibid.
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well-researched information or opinion on particular policy or subject matter.
24Politicians and government o f f i c i a l s deal with so many different issues that they
don't always have time to educate themselves on the intricacies of things like water
infrastructure and so in many cases, they are not experts on matters they are called
to vote on. Lobbyists therefore fill the role of “information-givers” to the politicians.
Demerits
of
lobbying
Much like any socio-political concept, lobbying has its demerits which fuels the view
against regulating it. In many cases, even in advanced democracies like the US, lobbyists
compete amongst each other to gain access to politicians so they can present their
case on a given issue. They often offer money to these politicians to get their
attention to look into their issues. In legitimate lobbying, the giving of money is more
about effectiveness and access to the politicians and information than it is about
anything else. However, it is this giving of money and the motive behind it that has
created the conflict as to the relationship between lobbying and bribery.
An anonymous commentator addressing the issue of lobbying and bribery in the
United States, put it in a practical way as follows:
“Now comes the issue of money; namely, why is it (money) necessary if all
the lobbyists really do is provide information? Well, firstly campaign
contributions and direct lobbying (such as taking a politician out to lunch to
discuss business, or what have you) do not even come close to constituting the
majority of techniques that lobbyists are likely to employ. Both of these take
an enormous amount of time or money, from both the lobbyist and the
politician... But still, you may wonder why they even need the money in the
first place. Well, simply put money is power. Hold on, before you rage, let me
explain. It's unfortunate, but at the same time extremely useful. Money grants
power, and therefore the group with the most money is likely to be the group
with the most access (in terms of time) to politicians. Now, remember what
I said earlier: most lobbyists work for interest groups that derive membership
from the American people. These memberships are often accompanied
by membership dues, fees, and expenses. Therefore, the money spent by
lobbyists is collected from the American people so that it may be spent on
behalf of them to represent their views in the legislative process. The group
that has the most money often has such because it has the biggest or most
loyal membership, which is why groups like the AARP and NRA are so influential
in the legislative process.

8

The money allows for an automatic process of prioritization: the groups with
the most money get the most attention, and therefore the issues that they
represent will receive more attention and more action than groups with less
money. The money allows for the will of the American people to be
represented in the most efficient and effective manner.” 25

24See link http://www.mmo-champion.com/threads/1068070-What-s-the-difference-between-lobbyingand- bribing
25Ibid.
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It should be noted that the assumption that the lobby group with the most money
has the most support from the public, as the commentator above seems to posit,
is only an assumption. Of course, a lobby group can have few wealthy members, like the
large tobacco companies or pharmaceutical companies who are notorious in the
West for their use of large amounts of money in lobbying but who do not necessarily
represent the majority of Americans in terms of their views. Thus, at the end of the
day, money becomes a very important aspect of successful lobbying irrespective of the
popularity of any particular view or cause, which is the reason many question the
ethicality of lobbying itself. In other words, a few wealthy people or organisations can
successfully advance a cause which is not necessarily popular with the masses, like
what the tobacco companies in Nigeria have been doing over the past years. In
spite of the strong advocacy done by anti-tobacco lobby groups in the country who
are pushing for the passage of the National Tobacco Control Bill drafted by the former
Minister of Health, Late Prof. Olikoye Ransome-Kuti in 2008, the multi-billion dollar
tobacco companies in the country like the British America Tobacco Company (BAT)
have been able to successfully mount pressure on the government and cause delay in
the passage of the bill to date using their huge tax payments, community
development activities and employment of indigenes as incentives.26
Another interesting comment on the issue by an American citizen put it this way:
“Lobbying means you address your concerns to your government
representatives, this is a pretty important thing in a democracy. When
you write a letter to your congressman saying "I really don't like this ban
on weed, could you please support legalization legislature?" you are lobbying.
The confusion here… is coming from the idea that lobbying always involves
money. Large lobbying groups often spend lots of money, which can
range from

26 For more, see report by Ademigbuji .A.,“Multi-billion Naira Tobacco Company Comes Under Fire”, Tuesday July 31, 2012,
http://www.nigeriatobaccocontrol.com/. See also Adejoro .L.,Re-packaged Tobacco Control Bill and Matters Arising, Daily
Times, April 14, 2014, http://www.dailytimes.com.ng/article/repackaged-tobacco-control-bill-and-matters-arising . Even
though the National Tobacco Control bill was eventually passed by both legislative houses, the President refused to sign it and
was silent on it for years until recently when report came that the bill was being reviewed by the Ministry of Health and now
“re-packaged” and sent back to the National Assembly for passage. Meanwhile, the British America Tobacco Company makes
billions every year in increasing tobacco sales in Nigeria, making every day the bill is yet to un-passed a great plus for them.
The real reason for the delay in passing the bill in Nigeria is unclear even though the President mentioned that his
reservations were related to the loss of employment that would occur if the bill was passed. However, comparing this reason
with the loss of lives yearly occurring as a result of tobacco-related diseases in the country, it seems there are likely
other unknown but stronger concerns/pressures beneath the President’s loss-of-employment reason, such other
concern/pressure being the result of strong lobbying by the tobacco companies. See cited article by Adejoro .L.,Re-packaged
Tobacco Control Bill and Matters Arising, ibid.
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advertisement/publicity for their cause in order to gain more support to campaign
funds for politicians who share their views. The latter isn't always "Hey, I'll throw you a
few grand if you support our weed legalization stance" it's often "Hey, we like that you
support legalizing weed, here's more money to help you get elected." It's hard to
discern which is which, so it's hard to prove it as bribery for sure.” 27
Aside from the fact that it involves money which makes it akin to bribery, lobbying and
the pressure on legislatures that it often entails may actually lead to bad decisionmaking or law-making on the part of the government, if not managed properly. For
instance, when lobbying represents only one side of an issue, or when lobbyists
misrepresent the facts or the position of the public, decision-making by the
government institutions may be flawed, especially where they bow to the pressures
of lobbyists without examining critically the effects of their decision in relation to the
true position of things and the real opinion of the masses.28
On this note, however, we should be clear what is being discussed in this paper. Are
we saying that lobbying is universally a bad thing? No, because, as said earlier, lobbying
has a lot of benefits from the perspective of both the citizens and the government and
that would mean preventing the ordinary citizens from sending a letter to their
representative in government urging them to take a specific action with regard to
a specific law. Are we saying that lobbying is universally a good thing? No, because, there
is every tendency for it to be disguised and abused by organizations and people who
will use their money to buy political influence. Essentially, the goal of this paper would
be to propose a balance of interests, to find that neutral ground or middle line where
legislative lobbying can be effectively regulated to maximise the benefits as well as
minimise its disadvantages.
We would now focus on the question of this paper, which is, is lobbying the same as
bribery? To answer that we would look at what a bribe or bribery is.
A bribe has been defined as money or some other benefit given to a person in power,
especially a public official, in an effort to cause the person to take a particular action
or something offered to induce another to do
something. 29

27Op. Cit.
28Lobbying Disclosure Guidelines, by Sunlight Foundation as retrieved on 11/03/2015 at
http://sunlightfoundation.com/lobbyingguidelines/
29 The Free Dictionary, accessed on 11/03/2015 at http://www.thefreedictionary.com/bribe
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It has also been defined as money or other valuable consideration given or promised
with a view to corrupting the behaviour of a person, as a public official or anything
given or serving to persuade or induce 30 or a Quid Pro Quo transaction where you
pay someone directly for a service, with money, services, or desirable goods. 31
It has been defined also as giving someone some sort of compensation in exchange for
favorable treatment. It is often illegal or at least frowned upon, mainly because it
causes decisions to be made on the value of the bribe, not merits of the sides involved,
but this is not universally so, many places are completely accepting of it. 32 This is
because culture has an important role to play in what is considered to be bribery and
what is not, especially in a place like Nigeria where there are some forms of “tipping”
that have become so commonplace and acceptable that all iota of immorality in the
act itself have become diffused. An article on bribery33, explains that there may be
forms of “tipping” that may be completely acceptable in one country or jurisdiction
and completely frowned upon or unacceptable in another. 34 This means that bribery
itself does not have a definite universal meaning and its meaning can actually vary by
culture and jurisdiction.
Even an advanced country like the United States does not have a uniform legal
understanding of when bribery charges would apply to certain actions in that there
are several exceptions which may not, at first glance, make sense. 35 The US Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 prohibits bribery of foreign officials for the purpose of
obtaining foreign business contracts, but it specifically allows “facilitation payments”
to be made.36 These “facilitation payments”, or "grease payments," are payments
made specifically to increase the speed at which an official might perform a duty which
he was already bound to perform. In other words, grease payments are not bribery
charges because the official is already going to perform this duty. The grease payment
simply means that the official will perform the duty sooner. 37
30 Ibid.
31 See link http://www.mmo-champion.com/threads/1068070-What-s-the-difference-between-lobbying-and- bribing
32 Ibid.
33See full article at: http://criminal.laws.com/bribery/cultural-differences-andcustoms#sthash.hQEwYDCM.dpuf accessed on 12/03/15.
34Ibid. See
also
Laws,
In
depth
look into
Bribery,
an
article

accessed

on

12/03/15

at

http://criminal.laws.com/bribery, updated on 22/12/19, and Cultural Differences and Customs in Bribery
http://criminal.laws.com/bribery/cultural-differences-and-customs , updated on 22/12/19.
35Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37

Ibid.
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In the US, grease payments might violate local laws, but are federally permissible, even
if they are socially perceived in a light similar to bribery charges. And yet, in other
countries, grease payments of this sort are not only perfectly legal, but are
commonplace.38 The provision of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act that allows for
grease payments was likely instituted to allow for dealing with foreign officials on the
terms of their own cultures, in which grease payments are not considered bribery and
are often expected.
In Nigeria and most African countries however, bribery has been generally viewed as
immoral and even as an endemic disease because of the debilitating effect it has had
on the nation’s economy. An otherwise rich and wealthy economy like Nigeria has
suffered from extreme poverty, lack, unemployment, crippling development and gross
economic inequality and insecurity because people have gotten away with crime and
corruption on account of a porous system weakened by its operators’ penchant for
exchanging bribes. There have been numerous cries and pressure on the government
of the day to firm up plans to fight the menace of bribery and corruption and rid the
system of people who are in the habit of utilising the pubic office and funds for
personal aggrandisement.
Thus in Nigeria, bribery still has little or no positive connotation to it. People that take
or receive bribe, do that for private selfish ends. Legislative lobbying may be restricted
to law and policy-making but bribery is much wider than that. Bribery can occur in all
and any arm of government and even in private establishments. Bribery is therefore
more common and endemic than lobbying. Lobbyists are professionals and if their
actions are not properly regulated and defined, they can take and receive bribes to
further their selfish intentions without being properly checked and prosecuted, just
like any other profession. Thus, at the heart of any act of bribery is selfish interest or
ambition at the cost of the public or common good, public interest or order.
Also, whereas in lobbying, the lobbyist tries to persuade or convince the legislator with
facts and reasoning about why he should or should not act in a certain way with regard
to a particular policy being voted upon or legislated, in the case of bribery, the public
official does not have to believe in the cause himself. In most bribe cases, there should
be reasonable evidence to presume that the public official would not have acted in the
way he did but for the money or other consideration he was given and there should
be a clear intent also on the part of the person giving the bribe that he wants the public

38

Ibid.
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official to act in a certain way on account of the money or consideration being given
to him.
It is believed that this is the main source of the challenge expressed in this article, that
is, that it is difficult if not impossible to really prove the intent of a man, as with the
famous adage that goes that “even the devil cannot know the heart of a man.” Thus,
where a legislator or public official receives money simply as donations to aide his
campaign from a group fighting a cause he genuinely believes in, how is he supposed
to prove that the money he receives is not the major influence for his decision to vote
in a particular way on a particular issue, and so is not a bribe? This can be difficult to
prove. However, we would establish two important things from our discussion above.
First is that lobbying and bribery are indeed very similar concepts but have very
important differences in that while lobbying can be for the general good of the public,
bribery is in most, if not all cases, for selfish ends and should rightly be discouraged
and criminalised. Secondly, for the public to get the full benefits of lobbying, without
it being another weapon of deception in the hands of the elite law-makers, it should
be properly regulated. Even bribery itself that generally has a negative connotation
has to be clearly defined by law as there are yet so many scenarios where there can
be an exchange of money or other financial consideration which would not be illegal
bribery39 and also some scenarios where no money has changed hands and yet an act
can be considered as coming within the ambit of a bribe 40. Thus for lobbying not to be
misconstrued, misused or abused, it should be properly defined by regulation.
Recommendations:
In conclusion, it is the humble opinion of the writer that legislative lobbying needs to
be properly regulated in order to create a clear distinction between it and bribery and
also clearly defining the means by which it can legally be done without infringing on
public policy or public morality. Ignoring or not regulating it would not change the fact
that it is done in some form or the other. As Senator David Mark put it “The lobbyist
has come to stay and effective lobbying, devoid of predation or base motives, is
desirable and even enriches legislative practice and content”.41 The challenge
therefore is defining it and drawing a distinction between ethical and unethical

39 An example of this is like “tipping” at a restaurant, as discussed earlier.
40 Such as an agreement to pay bribe or in illegal shipment of goods where an official is to benefit from the delivery of the
goods itself and so no money has changed hands but the fact that the official is induced to act in anticipation of a future
benefit can constitute a bribe.
41 Comment made at a conference on party politics and lobbying at Abuja on 12/11/2012 reported in an article
on Frontiers News online titled “Lobbying Legislators is Legal, says Mark” accessed on 17/03/2015 at
http://www.frontiersnews.com/NG/?p=2880
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lobbying in order to rid the system of the ill-motived forms of lobbying. To properly do
this, the writer recommends that the law makers pay attention to three important
concepts, which are: Transparency
Disclosure
Good faith
Any law on lobbying that does not seriously and extensively deal with the three issues
above, would only create more problems than solutions. The current bill before the
Nigerian legislature42, it is submitted, falls short in terms of detailing the procedures
for disclosure and transparency in lobbying. Section 6 of the bill which deals with filing
of returns by registered lobbyists, only makes sweeping provisions about what and
who to disclose. This, it is submitted, is not sufficient as the provisions have to be more
detailed so that there is no ambiguity or equivocation.
It is recommended that the drafters of the law on lobbying in Nigeria study identical
laws of advanced and experienced democracies like the UK and US and adopt relevant
provisions in their draft as necessary in order not to introduce a law that is weak or
riddled with loopholes. Like in the US, the provisions and requirements for disclosure
in the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 are very detailed. Section 4 of the Act deals with
registration of lobbyists and provides that the registration shall contain details of the
lobbyists, his clients and all persons and/or organisations or groups directly or indirectly
interested in the outcome of the lobbyists’ activity, both locally and internationally. It
also provides for the separate registration of multiple clients and multiple contacts
for each client43.
The US law also makes it mandatory for lobbyists to submit detailed quarterly and
semi-annual reports, detailing all their financial dealings over short period intervals,
the sources of their funds and how the money was spent. 44 Quarterly reports are also
mandatory under the UK law. 45 However, by virtue of the Nigerian proposed bill on
lobbying, returns are only to be filed within 10 days after entering into an undertaken
to lobby on behalf of a client, employer or organisation 46 and after submission of that
return, the lobbyist is not mandated to submit any other information or make any
further disclosure of subsequent dealings with its client. This means any subsequent
42The Lobbyist (Regulation and Registration) bill 2008.
43See Section 4 (c) of the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995.
44 See Sections 5 and 6 of the Act.
45 See Section 5 of the Transparency of Lobbying, Non-party Campaigning and Trade Union Administration Act2014.
46 See section 8 of the Lobbying Bill of 2008.
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exchanges between the lobbyist and the client would not be disclosed. This, it is
submitted, falls really short of full disclosure and would make the law open to abuse.
Also, the US law also takes into consideration technological advancements and makes
it mandatory for lobbyists to display their reports on a public website in a
downloadable form, thus making it easy for the public to assess at any time and any
place.47 The Nigerian bill only provides that the registry which contains information on
lobbyists and their activities shall be available for public inspection in the manner and
at the time the registrar shall determine 48. This may mean that persons interested may
have to apply or in any case, meet with the registrar at whatever part of the country
the registry chooses to be stationed, in order to get information about lobbyists and
their activities. In this new age of internet technology, it is suggested that the law
makes it mandatory for lobbyists to disclose their activities on a website accessible to
the public and with downloadable copies of detailed periodic reports to make it easier
for the public to access and scrutinise lobby activities.
The penalties in the Nigerian bill, it is submitted, are also not sufficient. Section 9 of
the Bill simply states that a person who supplies false or misleading information in a
return or other documents submitted to the registrar under the provisions of this Bill
commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding (N5,000.00) Five
Thousand Naira only or to a term of imprisonment of not more than three (3) years or
both. It is submitted that a fine of N5,000.00 is not sufficient to deter people from
engaging in illegal lobbying, especially in a country where bribes to the tune of millions
of dollars have reputedly been exchanged between legislators. The US law, for
instance, provides for civil as well as criminal penalty for non-compliance with the law
and for the civil penalty alone, one can be made to pay a fine of up to $200,000 and
for the criminal, one can be imprisoned for up to 5 years.49Thus, for the Nigerian law
to provide for a maximum fine of N5,000.00 only would make the law weak if not
laughable. It is therefore recommended that for the law to be effective, the penalties
and fines be increased.
Also, to ensure compliance with the law on lobbying, it is recommended that soft law
mechanisms be used as well. In other words, the law can provide for some benefits to
being a registered lobbyist rather than only criminalising un-registered lobbying. It can
provide for certification for registered lobbyists and the requirement to publish such
certificate in their registered place of business. Also, publication of list of registered

47 See Section 6 (9) of the Act.
48Section 7 of the Lobbying Bill 2008 of Nigeria.
49Section 7 of the US Lobbying Disclosure Act 1995.
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lobbyists in a public forum would attach credibility and integrity to the reputation of a lobbyist
organisation and therefore help advertise their business. The law may also accord some tax
reliefs or other protection to registered lobbyists generally which un- registered lobbyists would
not benefit from. This would encourage persons who want to carry out lobby activities in Nigeria
to register.

Thus, it is recommended that the proposed bill regulating lobbying in Nigeria, be passed
subject to the above suggested amendments to further emphasise transparency, more detailed
disclosure and good faith so that the law can achieve the aim for which it is sought to be established
without in itself creating an umbrella to hide criminality.
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IN THE FEDERAL HIGH COURT OF NIGERIA
IN THE ABUJA JUDICIAL DIVISION
HOLDEN AT ABUJA
ON THE FRIDAY THE 25TH DAY OF JUNE, 2021
BEFORE HIS LORDSHIP, HON. JUSTICE B.F.M. NYAKO
JUDGE
SUIT NO.:FHC/ABJ/CS/ 145/2019

BETWEEN
PAUL ALLEN OCHE .......... .. ............... . PLAINTIFF/RESPONDENT

AND
1. NIGERIAN BREWERIES PLC. .... . ... DEFENDANTS/APPLICANTS
2. D.D.B. SOUTH AFRICA. . . . ... . . . .. . . . ..DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT

}n

3. MR. SAMPSON OLOCHE...........
4. HEINEKEN BV, NETHERLAND. .....

EFENDANT/APPLICANT

PARTIES: Plaintiff in court
COUNSEL:C.C Ihemadu for Plaintiff/Respondent
A.J Osayande with D.I Okorie and Faith Oseghale for
Defendants/ Applicants

RULING
The 1st, 3rd and 4th Defendants/ Applicants filed a Notice of
Preliminary Objection brought pursuant to Order 29 Rule 1 of the
Federal High Court (Civil Procedure) Rules 2019; Sections 10 and
12 of the Federal High Court Act, Sections 1(2)(A), (6)(l)(A)
(Paragraph A of the Second Schedule thereto), Sections 10(4) and
lS(l)(A) of the Copyright Act, Section 5(1) of the Trade Marks Act,
Sections 4 and 3 of the Merchandise Marks Act, Sections 58 and 25
of the Cyber Crime (Prohibition, Protection, Etc.) Act 2015 dated 9th
October, 2019 and filed on the 11th October, 2019 praying the
18
Court for the following orders:
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1. AN ORDER setting down for hearing and disposal before the
trial of this action, the Applicants' preliminary objection raised in
paragraphs 1(a) and (b) of their Statement of Defence dated
9th October 2019, the said objection being such as will
substantially dispose of the entire suit.
2. AN ORDER striking out the 3rd Applicant from the suit for
want of jurisdiction, the 3rd Defendant being an agent of a
disclosed principal.
3. AN ORDER striking out the suit for want of jurisdiction, the
Plaintiff/Respondent (the Respondent) lacking the requisite
standing to institute and maintain this suit.
OR
4. AN ORDER of this Honourable Court dismissing this action
for being founded upon a base cause
OR
5. AN ORDER striking out the suit for non-disclosure of
reasonable cause of action.
6. AND FOR SUCH FURTHER ORDER OR ORDERS as this
Honourable Court may deem fit to make in the circumstances
of this case.
The grounds upon which the application is brought are as
follows:
1) At all material time to the claims of the Respondent, the 3rd
Applicant was an employee of the 1st Applicant and was
therefore an agent of a fully disclosed principal.
2) The 3rd Applicant is therefore not a proper or necessary party
to the suit.
3) The Respondent's purported work "The Amstel Factor" Book
proposal, power point presentation, website/ domain name
www.amstelfactor.com ("The work") is not eligible for copyright
by virtue of Section 1(2) (a) of the Copyright Act Cap. 128 Laws
of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 and generally under the
Copyright Act.
4) The Plaintiff/Respondent by his admission in his Statement 20
of
Claim dated 30th January 2019 ( 'the Statement of Claim')
indicates that he has no copyright (and indeed any other
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intellectual property rights) in any of the photographs, images
(of objects persons, etc) and letters contained in the work, in
respect of which he has brought this action.
5) The Respondent's Statement of Claim also clearly indicates
that the work constitutes an infringement of the 1st Applicant's
"NB" Nigeria Breweries trademark and the copyright in the
trademark i.e. the literary work used in the trademark.
6) The Respondent, by his own admission in its Statement of
Claim dated 30th January, 2019 (the Statement of Claim) does
not have copyright in the work in respect of which he has
brought this action.
7) By the Respondent's own admission in the Statement of Claim,
the work constitutes an infringement of Amstel Brouwerij B. V.
Netherlands Intellectual Property and the 1st Defendant's
exclusive right to trade mark "Amstel Malta" in contravention
of Section 5(1) of the Trademarks Act, Cap T13 Laws of the
Federation of Nigeria 2004, and Section 4 of the Merchandise
Marks Act, Cap. M10 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004.
8) The Respondent's work, also captured in domain site,
constitutes cybersquatting under Section 58 and punishable
under Section 25 of the cybercrime (prohibition, protection etc)
Act 2015.
9) The Respondent lacks the locus standi to institute and
maintain the action and thus, this Honourable Court lacks
jurisdiction to entertain this suit.
10) The court as a Court of equity has no jurisdiction to
entertain a baseless cause.
11) This suit does not disclose a reasonable cause of action
against the Applicants.
The Application is supported by a 5 paragraph affidavit
deposed to by one Stella Enokela with exhibits and written
address wherein Learned Counsel formulates (4) issues for
determination to wit:
i. Whether the Respondent's lack of the requisite standing to
institute and maintain this action does not rob the
22
Honourable Court of jurisdiction to entertain this suit.
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ii.Whether this Honourable Court has jurisdiction to entertain
the Respondents claims, having founded the claims on a
baseless cause.
iii.Whether the suit is not liable to be struck out having disclosed
no reasonable cause of action against the Applicants.
iv.Whether the Respondent can maintain this action against the
3rd Applicant who was/is an agent of the
1st Applicant, a
disclosed principal?
On issue 1, Learned Counsel argues that in order to determine
whether a Plaintiff has the locus standi to institute an action, the
law prescribes that the court should review the Writ and the
Statement of Claim and scrutinize the facts and the relief sought
therein, he refers the court to the case of ADESANOYE v.
ADEWOLE (2006) 14 NWLR (Pt. 1000} 247 at 274

Learned Counsel further argues that the crux of the Respondent's
claim, as outlined in the Statement of Claim is that he is the owner
of the literary work titled 'The Amstel factor' An Amstel Malta guide
on how to be the best you can be (hereafter referred to as the
'purported work') ,and that the Applicants allegedly jointly and
severally adapted the said literary work, and purportedly infringed
the Respondent's intellectual property rights therein.
Learned
Counsel further argues that the purported work itself is an
infringement of Amstel Trademarks and Amstel Malta, and the 1st
Applicant's copyright and trademark rights in its "NB trademark"
corporate name and photographs of the Amstel Malta, which the
Respondent used extensively in Exhibit 01 without the consent and
authorisation of the Amstel Brouwerrij and the 1st Applicant. He
refers the court to Section 5(1) of the Copyright Act.
Learned Counsel submits that the Plaintiff's purported work is a
reproduction and publication of the 1st Applicant's literary work in
the 'NB Trademark' and get up, corporate identity, photographs of
Amstel Malta and Amstel Brouwerij's copyright in the Amstel
trademark, he also submits that the Plaintiff also admitted in
paragraphs 12 to 27 of the Statement of Claim that he distributed
the purported work for commercial purposes, that the reproduction,
publication and distribution of the 1st Applicant's and Amstel
Brouwerij's copyrighted works by the Plaintiff constitutes a gross
infringement of the copyright of both entities. Learned Counsel
4

.

;
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refers the court to Section 5(1) of the Trademarks Act Cap T13 Laws
of the Federation of Nigeria (2004) and also the case of CENTRAL
BANK OF NIGERIA & ORS. v. N.A. B. KOTOYE (1994) 3 NWLR

Pt. 330 669.

On issue 2, learned counsel humbly submits that the Plaintiffs
purported work founded on clear illegalities cannot claim before this
Honourable Court and accordingly this Honourable Court lacks
jurisdiction to entertain the Plaintiff's claim. He refers the court to
the case of ORAKUL RESOURCES LIMITED v. NIGERIAN

COMMUNICATION COMMISSION (2007) ALL FWLR (PT. 390)
1482 AT 1506. .

On issue 3, Learned Counsel submits that the violations mentioned
above in issues (1) and (2) are efface evident from the Plaintiff's
purported work and that the Honourable Court need no further
investigation to establish them, that it is settled law that a cause of
action cannot be founded on illegality, he further submits that
where a cause of action is founded on ex-facie illegality as in this
case, it does not disclose a reasonable cause of action and the court
is required by law to strike it out. He refers the court to the case of
PAN BISBILDER (NIG.) LTD V. FIRST BANK OF NIGERIA LTD
(2000) SC 71; DURU V. NWAGWU (2006) ALL FWLR (PT. 324)
1830.

On issue 4, Learned Counsel submits that it is trite that an agent of
a disclosed principal is not a necessary party to an action filed with
respect to the acts performed by the agent on behalf of the
principal.
He refers the court to the Supreme Court case of
(SAMUEL OSIGWE v PSPLS MANAGEMENT CONSORTIUM Ltd &
ORS. (2000) LPER-2807 SC). He also submits that in the instant
case, the 3rd Applicant is known to the Plaintiff in the suit as the
agent of the 1st Applicant, that the 3rd Applicant acted in his
capacity as an agent in all the dealings with the Plaintiff and that
there is no averment in the statement of claim stating that the 3rd
Applicant acted in any other capacity aside from acting as the agent
of the 1st Applicant.
Learned Counsel finally submits that this Honourable Court should
grant this application.
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The Plaintiff/Respondent filed a 25 paragraph Counter Affidavit
deposed to by Charles Chibuzor Ihemadu on the 5th February, 2020
supported by exhibits and a written address, wherein Learned
Counsel formulated 4 issues for determination to wit:
1.

11.

111.

IV.

Whether the Respondent's lack of requisite standing to
institute and maintain this action does not rob the Honourable
Court of jurisdiction to entertain this suit.
Whether this Honourable Court has jurisdiction to entertain
the Respondent claims, the Respondent having founded the
claim on baseless cause.
Whether the suit is not liable to be struck out, the suit having
disclosed no reasonable cause of action against the Applicants
Whether the Respondent can maintain this action against the
3rd Applicants, who was/is an agent of the 1st Applicant, a
disclosed principal.

On issue I, Learned Counsel argues that the term 'locus standi\
connotes the capacity the claimant has to institute an action or
suit, he argues that the main test or determinant of locus standi is
whether the Plaintiff from the pleadings has disclosed sufficient
interest in the subject matter of the suit. He refers the court to the
case of ADEOKIN RECORDS v. M.C.S.N LTD/GTE (2018) 15
NWLR (Pt. 1643) P. 550 @ 563, Paras. E-G. Counsel argued that
in the instant case, it remains an uncontroverted fact that the
Plaintiff/Respondent is the author of the literary work titled "The
Amstel factor" An Amstel MaltaGuide on how to be the best you can
be" and that all through the entire gamut of the Applicant 's 101
paragraphed Statement of Defence as well as the scope of the
affidavit in support of the Notice of Preliminary Objection, the
Defendant never impeached the Plaintiff/Respondent's authorship
of the literary work herein in issue.
Learned Counsel submits that the Defendant/Applicant averment
in Paragraph 3.3 of their supporting affidavit, have by their own
established the locus standi of the Plaintiff/Respondent in the suit
herein. He also submits that the law is trite that the issue of locus
standi does not depend on the merit of the case presented by the
Plaintiff but on whether the Plaintiff has as in this case sufficient
interest or legal right in the subject matter of the dispute. He refers
the Court to the case of LADE JBI & ORS V. OGUNTAYO (2005) 7
6 J P age
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He urged the
objection for want of merit.

Court to discountenance the

On issues 2 and 3, Learned Counsel argues that a careful perusal
of the Plaintiff's Statement of Claim before this court would
unmistakably reveal in paragraph 1, the unchallenged fact of the
Plaintiff's authorship of the literary work titled "The Amstel Factor"
An Amstel Malta guide on now to be the best you can be as well as
a proposal and power point presentation accompanying the work.
Learned Counsel argues that the Plaintiff averred in paragraph 15
of his Statement of Claim that in August 2015, he travelled to the
1st Defendant's office in Lagos wherein he submitted a copy of the
said book and the proposal to the 1st Defendant's brand manager
through the managers front desk officer, that the summary of the
Plaintiff's averment in Paragraphs 17, 19, 20 and 21 is to the effect
that the Plaintiff duly conveyed his work to the 1st Defendant,
through the 3rd Defendant who at the time of his request to see the
work undertook thus " I will make sure the right person sees it".
Also that the 3rd Defendant upon receipt of the Plaintiff's work duly
acknowledged receipt and reiterated his undertakings thus "I will
follow up to ensure you receive a response", that in paragraphs 23,
24 and 25 the Plaintiff averred that without his consent and
authorisation, the Defendants made a derivative adaptation of his
said literary work without any form of acknowledgement. ·
Learned Counsel submits that the Plaintiff's Statement of Claim
clearly raises issues deserving of consideration and resolution by
this Court, that the Plaintiff/Respondent averred that he is the
owner of a literary work titled "the Amstel Factor" An Amstel Malta
Guide on how to be the best you can" which he alleged the
Defendants/ Applicants jointly and severally adapted and by so
doing infringed the Respondent's intellectual property rights therein
and that the Statement of Claim cannot be held as having failed to
disclose reasonable cause of action.
On issue 3, Learned Counsel argues that the law is now well settled
to the effect that an agent of a disclosed principal, even though not
ordinarily liable for his actions under the agency, will however be
liable in circumstances, that the principle of law which frees an
agent of a disclosed principal from liability applies only in contract
and not in tort as to exculpate the 3rd Defendant in this suit from
7jP age
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being a necessary party. Learned Counsel further argues that, as
has clearly been demonstrated from the facts pleaded in the
statement of claim, the 3rd Defendant is the nexus between the
Plaintiff and the 1st, 3rd and 4th Defendants, all of whom were
unequivocally alleged to have infringed the work of the Plaintiff.
Learned counsel submits that the 3rd Defendant unmistakably
qualifies as the missing link between the Plaintiff and the 1st, 2nd
and 4th Defendants in the suit of the Plaintiff as constituted,
particularly as the receipt of the Plaintiff's work was emphatically
admitted by him, that his express and unqualified undertakings to
"ensure the work gets to the right person", the identity of whom is
only within his personal knowledge makes him a necessary party to
this suit. Learned Counsel also submits that the Supreme Court
has in a long list of illuminating decisions laid the issue to rest that
both the servant who commits a tort on behalf of his principal and
the principal are joint tort feasors and may be sued jointly and
severally: He refers the Court to the cases of MOHAMMED v.
BABALOLA (2015) 5 NWLR (PT. 1293) PAGE 395.

Learned counsel finally submits that the Defendants/ Applicants
two other issues touching on the Plaintiff's locus standi and the
viability of the cause of action do not arise at this stage of the
proceedings and ought to be discountenanced on the strength of
arguments canvassed at Paragraphs 3.02 to 4.18 herein above, that
on the whole, the entire applicants objection ought to be dismissed
as lacking in merit.
The Defendants/ Applicants filed a reply on points of law dated 15th
January, 2021 and filed on 18th January, 2021. Learned Counsel
argues the pictorial and graphically designed power
point;
annexures C1 and C3 are grounded on Amstel Malta, the 1st
Applicant's name, logo and trademark which appears on all the
pages belongs to the 4th Defendant and used under licence by the
1st Defendant.
He
states that the
use of the
1st
Defendant/ Applicant's Copyright and Trademark are manifested on
the face of the Respondent's purported work however; there is
nothing in the Respondent's Statement of Claim and Witness
Statement on Oath to show that consent of the 1st and/ or 4th
Applicant was obtained before its use as required by law.
Learned
Counsel submits that in the light of the facts stated in the Plaintiff's
pleadings, the Plaintiff/Respondent has no Copyright in all his
8 j Page
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purported work which are reproduction and/ or publication in
respect of the 1st Defendant's/Applicant 's protected Amstel Malta
brand and its intellectual property. Learned Counsel cites Section
6(1)(a) and (2) , 10 and 12(a) of the Copyright Act. Learned Counsel
further submits that implicit in the issue of locus standi, is want of
jurisdiction arising from the fact that the Respondent has no
copyright in the purported book to confer locus standi on the
Respondent and therefore cannot vest jurisdiction on this
Honourable Court. In reply to the Respondents argument on issues
two and three, Learned Counsel submits that the 1st Applicant 's
copyright and Trademark Rights were infringed by the Respondent
and that they did not obtain consent of the 1st Applicant before
using 1st Applicant's copyright and Trade Mark rights and that the
purported work is a bundle of illegalities which does not disclose a
reasonable cause of action. Learned Counsel humbly urged that
issues two and three be resolved in the Applicant's favour.

In reply to Respondent's argument on issue four, learned counsel
submits that the Plaintiff/Respondent argued extensively in
Paragraphs 5.01 to 5.18 that he can maintain action against the 3rd
Defendant/ Applicant on the fact that he is an agent of a disclosed
principal, he also submits that one significant concession made by
the Plaintiff/Respondent is on the fact that this action is of tortuous
liability and that the clear meaning and effect is that
Plaintiff/Respondent's claim fashioned on common law tort is
outside the jurisdiction of this Honourable court. He cites the cases
of VULCAN GASES LTD. v. G.F. IND. A.G. (2001) 9 NWLR
(Pt.719) 610.

Learned counsel submits that the logical flow from these authorities
is that an agent of a disclosed principal cannot be sued, be it in tort
or contract and humbly urge the Court to discountenance the
Plaintiff/Respondent 's response of the Applicants' Notice of
Preliminary Objection and grant all the reliefs contained in the said
objection in the interest of justice.
Above is the position of the parties before the Court. What appears
to call for determination would be whether the Plaintiff in the
substantive suit has the locus standi to institute this suit? What
determines cause of action maybe same as what confers locus
standi to institute an action and a plethora of cases have said, the
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Court would look only into the

Plaintiff's processes

such as the Writ of summons and the Statement of
Claim as in this case. At this stage, the Defendant's
processes do not have any relevance. The Court is
trying to see if the Plaintiff has any authority/locus
to
c
o
m
e
t
o
c
o
u
r
t
.

A Plaintiff can be conferred with locus standi to come
to Court but is possible that he would not have a
cause of action. A Plaintiff who claims Copyright
would be presumed to have a subsisting Copyright in
the work, subject matter of the infringement and that
he is the owner of the Copyright.
A look at the Statement of Claim shows that the
Plaintiff has claimed that he is the owner of a
Copyright over the intellectual literary work titled
'The Amstel Factor" An Amstel Malta Guide on
how to be the best you can be".
I have searched the entire originating processes of the
Plaintiff and I have failed to find any place where he
has exhibited his registration of the said Copyright.
This is what confers the locus standi on the Plaintiff
to institute this suit in the first place.
It is basic principle of law

virtue of Sections

that Copyright exist by

2, 3, 6, etc of the Copyright Act. However, to claim an
infringement of a Copyright, the Copyright must be
registered.
In the instant case, the
Plaintiff is
infringement of his
Copyright but hehas failed to exhibit
his registration.

alleging

At this stage, I cannot go into whether his
Copyright has been infringed or not because he has
not shown his locus standing to claim the Copyright.
Without foreclosing the Plaintiff's right, to register his
work, I would say at this stage his case is inchoate
and is liable to be struck out for this reason.
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HON. JUSTICE B.F.M NYAKO JUDGE
FEDERAL HIGH COURT ABUJA.
25/6/2021
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Comments on the Judgment
SATURDAY BREAKFAST with TONY OKOROJI
NO… NO… NO, MY LORD! THERE IS NO REGISTRATION OF COPYRIGHT IN
NIGERIA!
I have the greatest respect for those of our judges who under the most difficult conditions
still try to do justice in Nigeria. They give hope to the average Nigerian that all is not lost, at
a time when hope is increasingly becoming a scarce commodity.
I truly wish I did not have to write this piece. I spent days agonizing over it. I know that
judges can sometimes get it wrong because the law is so wide and no judge knows
everything. That is why we have the appeal process. There are however some judicial
decisions that are so wrong that they shake the very foundation of common sense and
threaten the lives and livelihood of so many. I would have failed the entire creative
community in Nigeria if I did not react and speak out in this case. The consequence for
Nigerian copyright owners would be disastrous.
During the week, I was sent a copy of the ruling on June 25, 2021 of Hon Justice B.F.N.
Nyako of the Federal High Court, Abuja in Suit No. FHC/ABJ/CS/145/2019 between Paul
Allen Oche and Nigerian Breweries Plc and three others.
At the last page of the ruling, her Lordship stated thus: “I have searched the entire originating
processes of the Plaintiff and I have failed to find any place where he has exhibited his
registration of the said Copyright. This is what confers the locus standi on the Plaintiff to
institute this suit in the first place.
“It is basic principle of law that Copyright exist by virtue of Sections 2, 3, 6, etc of the
Copyright Act. However, to claim an infringement of a Copyright, the Copyright must be
registered.
“In the instant case, the Plaintiff is alleging infringement of his Copyright but he has failed
to exhibit his registration.
“At this stage, I cannot go into whether his Copyright has been infringed or not because he
has not shown his locus standi to claim the Copyright”
In my many years of active engagement in the copyright system in Nigeria, I have seen court
decisions that make me want to cry. Upon reading the said words of Hon Justice Nyako, I
nearly fainted! If her decision becomes the precedent and I know that Federal High Court
Judges tend to respect the decisions of their colleagues, then the entire Nigerian copyright
system has collapsed because the system would be founded on nothing. By her decision, no
owner of copyright in Nigeria can sue for the infringement of copyright because no one in
Nigeria can show proof of any registration of copyright.
Contrary to popular belief and that of her Lordship, there is absolutely no requirement for a
work to be registered for the owner to enjoy copyright protection in Nigeria. With all due
respect to her Lordship, you do not need any copyright registration to have the locus standi

to claim the copyright in your work. There is no Registrar or Registry of copyright anywhere
in Nigeria and no formality is necessary by law. Anyone telling you that he is registering
your copyright in Nigeria is engaged in some form of 419.
It is very true that copyright is intellectual property. By some recent decisions of the Supreme
Court of Nigeria, the owner of copyright clearly enjoys the proprietary rights enshrined in
Section 44 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. However, the owner of
copyright is not like the owner of a piece of land who may require a C of O to establish the
ownership of his land. He is not like the owner of a trademark who may require a trademark
registration to sue.
Believe it or not, copyright protection begins as soon as an original and eligible work is
created and put in a tangible form. Full Stop!
So, why then do people troop to organizations like the NCC or COSON to ‘register’ their
works? To my mind, such activities are merely documentation of the works in the databases
of these establishments for the purpose of administering the works and not registration and
they do not confer any constitutional or legal rights to the owners of the works.
Indeed, registration of copyright is contrary to the provisions of the various international
copyright conventions to which Nigeria is a signatory. An example is the Berne Convention
for the Protection of Literary & Artistic Works administered by the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) which Nigeria joined on September 14, 1993. Article 5 (2)
of the Berne Convention makes it clear that no formality is needed to ensure protection of
copyright. In other words, no registration is required, no deposit is required and no
notification is required. Protection is automatic.
In fact, registration of copyright is an almost dead practice. Across the world, only the United
States of America still registers copyright and only for the purpose of bringing an action and
not for protection. Elsewhere in the world, copyright registries have been dismantled and the
registrars sent home.
If you do not give serious thought to the issue, you may consider the absence of any statutory
registration procedure for copyright as a major defect of the Nigerian Copyright law. I wish
to discuss some of the many reasons why it has been widely accepted across the globe that
registration of copyright is not such a good idea.
Copyright does not just protect musical works, sound recordings, books, plays, movies,
computer programs, photographs, broadcasts, etc. Copyright protects an almost endless list
of creative works and works of artistic craftmanship such as paintings, drawings, etchings,
lithographs, woodcuts, engravings, prints, maps, plans, diagrams, works of architecture,
sculptural works, etc.
It may be clear to a paper presenter at a seminar or workshop that his work enjoys copyright
protection but one is not sure whether the local pastor is aware that any unauthorized
reproduction of his Sunday sermon is an infringement of his copyright and that he is entitled
to sue, not just before God but in a court of law.
It may also appear odd but any unauthorized copying of a letter, report or memorandum,
beyond what would be deemed as fair use, is indeed an infringement of copyright. Please
note that your odd letter to your sweetheart is also protected by copyright.

The truth is that it is practically impossible to register even a tiny fraction of the works
eligible for copyright. Every day, without being conscious of it, we are all creating eligible
works in our letters, reports, memos, lectures, addresses, sermons, scripts, etc. Should we be
required to register all of these, we will have no time to do any other work. Should the failure
to register deny us the necessary protection? There are many who do not think so. To even
attempt to register a fraction of the works eligible for copyright requires a bureaucracy, the
size and cost of which is not meaningful to contemplate.

Just think of it: If registration is a condition for copyright protection, it then means that
anyone who registers a work may claim copyright in the work even if he is not the creator
of the work. Can you imagine the commotion this is likely to cause in a semi-literate society
like ours with the enormous danger of fraudulent registrations which may in fact defeat the
whole purpose of copyright protection?
I know that some people will react to this piece with disbelief. Some may even ask, “how
then do I prove that I own the copyright in my work?”
In my humble view, her Lordship should have looked at Section 43 of the Copyright Act
which makes provisions for presumptions in copyright infringement cases. The burden of
proving ownership of copyright does not lie with the Plaintiff. It is the Defendant who must
bring evidence to show that the Plaintiff is not the owner of the copyright.
With all due respect to her Lordship, her decision is dangerous and needs to be overturned.
I do not know Mr. Paul Allen Oche, the Plaintiff in the matter, but I urge him, in the interest
of the many thousands who depend on the copyright system for their livelihood to please
appeal the decision since her Lordship has become “functus officio” in the matter.
No… No… No, my Lord! There is no registration of copyright in Nigeria!
See you next week.

Double "G" (A Poem/Tribute to Dr. Chukwuka).
by
Dr. Tonye Clinton Jaja

My dear Chukwuka, my double "G",

Some people are geniuses (they can write and write and write);

Some people are orators (they can talk and talk and talk);

It's rare to find any person who is both a genius and a gentleman;

Just you, Dr. Chukwuka,
that is why i call you my double "G" -genius and gentleman.
As brilliant as you were,
As mature as you were,
You were still a gentle man, no matter the insults from colleagues, you endured and remained
a gentleman for the sake of putting bread on the table for the children at home!!!-

